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In this paper, we have found explicitly how the boundary geometry of a 
Reinhardt domain in @* determines the structure of its Toeplitz C*-algebra. More 
precisely, our main result is an explicit simple algorithm to describe the structure 
of the Toephtz C*-algebra of a Reinhardt domain D in @’ (satisfying some mild 
boundary condition) in terms of rotation C*-algebras, based on the degree of 
contact of the boundary curve of C, the logarithmic domain of D at each point of 
intersection with the linear faces of the convex hull of C, and the slopes of these 
faces. A consequence of this result is that the Toephtz C*-algebras I(D) and S(b) 
of D and its pseudoconvex hull fi are rarely isomorphic, but are always of the same 
type (i.e., either both are of type I or both are not of type I). In other words, the 
isomorphism class of .T(D) is usually changed under taking pseudoconvex hull but 
the type of F(D) is not affected. X’ I990 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
It has been well recognized that operator algebras and geometry have 
interesting connections, and the understanding of these possible connec- 
tions has become an important topic in mathematics. In recent years, 
Toeplitz algebras of complex domains have been closely studied and many 
interesting results showing connections with the geometry of domains have 
been obtained [Co, Ra, Cr-Ra, Cu-Sa, U, Cu-M, Sa-Sh-U]. 
In trying to answer a question raised by the results of [Cu-M, Sa-Sh-U], 
namely, whether the Toeplitz C*-algebra of a complex domain will be 
changed by taking the pseudoconvex hull of that domain, we were led to 
study the structure of Toeplitz C*-algebras of more general domain in @* 
than those considered in [Cu-M, Sa-Sh-U], and have found explicitly how 
the boundary geometry of these domains determines the algebraic structure 
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of their Toeplitz C*-algebras, which helped us to answer the question 
stated above. 
In this paper, we give an explicit method to describe the structure of the 
Toeplitz C*-algebra of a Reinhardt domain D (c.f. [H]) in @* (satisfying 
some mild boundary condition) in terms of rotation C*-algebras [Ri], 
based on the degree of contact of the boundary curve of the logarithmic 
domain C of D at each point of intersection with the linear faces of the 
convex hull of C and on the slopes of these faces. A consequence of this 
result is that the Toeplitz C*-algebras Y(D) and F(a) of D and its 
pseudoconvex hull fi are usually not isomorphic, but are always of the 
same type (i.e., either both are of type I or both are not of type I). In other 
words, the isomorphism class of T(D) is usually changed under taking 
pseudoconvex hull but the type of Y(D) is not affected. 
The technique used in this paper to study Toeplitz algebras is based on 
the groupoid C*-algebra approach initiated in [M-Re, Cu-M] combined 
with a geometric way of computation, a simple version of which is used in 
[Sa-Sh-U] and an intuitive sketch of which can be found in [Shl]. 
We end this introduction by summarizing here only the main result for 
a very special class of Reinhardt domains, to avoid too much complication, 
and we refer the readers to Section 4 for more general results. Note that the 
notations are used slightly differently here than in the main context of this 
paper in order to avoid introducing extra notations not needed in stating 
the result. 
Let DE C* be a bounded complete Reinhardt domain (i.e., a connected 
domain containing the origin and invariant under the componentwise 
multiplication by the elements of the unit polydisc A2) and c be the closure 
of the convex hull of the logarithmic domain C= ((ln 1~~1, In Iz21) :ZE D 
and z, z2 # 0) G [w*. (Note that the completeness of D is not needed in the 
general result of this paper.) Assume that 8C is piecewise real analytic (for 
simplicity). Without loss of generality, we may assume that DE A2 and 
hence C is in the third quadrant of IF!‘. 
To each one-dimensional face F of r? with slope a(F) and unit (outward) 
normal vector u, we associate a convex polygonal region B in [w* as follows. 
Let {si>l <i<k be the end points of the connected components of 
F := Pn aC, which is a disjoint union of closed line segments (including 
points), and let ni be the degree of contact (c.f. Section 2 for details) of 8C 
with ac at qi. Set u’ = ( -u2, u,), a;=q;u’, and 
M = max( { I (sV - si,,)(rii - rjy) ‘1 : rG # ri7 and 
1~i,i’,j6karealldistinct}u(ni}j\{co})+1, 
where sii= (~;--a,)-’ and rii=njm’(aj-uj)-’ for i#j. Define p to be the 
(closed) convex hull of P:= {~i=(a,,m,~')ll~i~~}, where m;=n, if 
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n,<x andnzi=Mifn,==c.Thesubset~~P=I(a,r)EpI(a,t-c)~j3for 
all E > O$ is called the lower boundary of P, and the afline faces (i.e., the 
linear faces and vertices) of P on 8 P are called the lower faces of P. 
Let 8,C be the (closed) subset of dC consisting of the extreme points of 
c and points of the form yi for some linear face P of ? such that the corre- 
sponding p, is a lower vertex of P and p, is on a lower linear face with 
positive (respectively negative) slope of P if u = (1,0) (respectively 
u = (0, 1)) and let a,o G 8o be the closure of T2. exp(doC) in c2, where 
the exponential map acts componentwise. Define n(P) to be the number of 
lower linear faces of p if u is not (1,0) or (0, l), and to be the number of 
lower linear faces of positive (respectively negative) slope of P if u = (1,0) 
(respectively u = (0, 1)). Similarly define m(P) to be the number of non- 
horizontal lower linear faces of P if u is not ( 1,0) or (0, 1 ), and to be n(F) 
otherwise. Finally we denote by n, ( d 2) the umber of u in { (1, 0), (0, 1)) 
such that the distance y =dist(Z, [wul) between dC and the axis [wul is 
attained by a point in X, i.e., iwu’ -yu is not a disjoint asymptote of the 
curve X. Let dE be the rotation C*-algebra of angle c1 E [w [RI]. 
Now we can state our main result for this special class of Reinhardt 
domains. 
THEOREM. The Toeplitz P-algebra F(D) associated to a bounded 
complete Reinhardt domain D in UZ* with piecewise real analytic boundary 
curve i3C has the composition sequence 
such that 
where k, = CacFJE Q m(P), k, = CEcn, Q (n(P) - m(F)) with F one-dimen- 
sional faces of 2; and X is the algebra of compact operators on H2(D). 
The plan of this paper is the following. We shall prove the main results 
in detail only for a special class of domains in Sections 2 and 3, and then 
explain how to generalize the proof to much more general domains in 
Section 4. In Section 1, we shall put together the preliminary notions and 
results (sometimes without proof) needed for the detailed proof of 
specialized main conclusions in Section 2, while leaving the proof of some 
technical results (and more general ones needed for the more general 
domains) to the Appendix for the clarity of presentation. 
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SECTION 1 
In this section, we introduce preliminary notions, prove some results of 
independent interest, and state some asymptotic properties of certain 
Laplace transforms with proofs given in the appendix. 
We denote by S, the set {x~ Slx>O} for any subset S of K! and we 
define S, , S <, and S, in a similar way. 
Given two sequences of real numbers A and B, we say that A is similar 
to B and denote it by A x B if lim(A/B) = 1. We say that A is bounded 
below from 0 (resp. above from co ) and denote by A $0 (resp. A < co) if 
lim-inf(A ) > 0 (resp. lim-sup( A ) < cc ). 
LEMMA 1.1. Given sequences b and c with c diverging to + co, iffor some 
fixed CI > 0 and y in R, eXhcpY < CC (respectively go), then for any tl’ > 0 and 
y’ in R such that y/a < y’/cc’ (respectively y/cc> ?‘/a’), lim(ea’bc-Y’) =0 
(respectively 03 ). 
Proof: Clearly (ebcPy’a)a =ezbcP7 < co implies that ebc-y’a < co. So 
edbC--j~‘= (ebC-;a’/x a _ ‘) ‘--(ebC-d~ c ) ’ v a converges to 0, where r] = (y/a) - (y’/cr’) 
< 0. The other case is treated similarly. Q.E.D. 
For sequences b and c with c and lc/bl diverging to + 00, we define 
p(r, 6, c) := lim(e’c--‘) 
and 
o(r, b, c, a) :=lim(lbl’/“ebcPr) 
for a # 0, whenever the limits exist in R, u { + co}. Note that if 
p(r,b,c)ER, and r>O (resp. r<O) then lim(b)= +cc (resp. -co), and 
that if r > 0 (resp. r < 0) and o(r, b, c, a) E R, , then lim(b) = + cc (resp. 
-co), p(r, 6, c)= +cc when a<O, and p(r, 6, c)=O when a>O. 
Given sequences b and c with both c and Ic/bl diverging to + co, if there 
exists a nonnegative extended number r E R := R u { & cc } such that, for 
any rx > 0, if y/cc > r then p(y/cz, b, c) = 0 (or equivalently, lim(eabcPY) = 0 
and hence lim(ezbcPYbB) =0 for any real J), and if y/cr < r then p(y/cr, b, c) 
= cc (or equivalently, lim(eUbcP’) = cc and hence lim(e”bc-YbP) = co for 
any real /3), we say that the pair (b, c) of sequences belongs to “slope” r or 
that “the” (the uniqueness of such r is obvious) related slope of (b, c) is r 
and denote it by slope(b, c) = r. Clearly, if lim(ebc -‘) exists as a positive 
real number for some r, then r is the related slope of (b, c). For example, 
if s = lim(b) exists as a real number, then lim(ebcPO) = e.’ E R,, so (b, c) 
belongs to slope 0. 
580;92il-18 
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LEMMA 1.2. ( 1) Slope(h, c) = + cc (resp. - ‘CC ) if’ and only if 
lim(eah Jbl” c’) = x ,for any ,fixed reul x, /I, and 7 with L-I > 0 (resp. z < 0). 
(2) If’ lim(h) = + CC (respectively, lim(b) = - a) and Ib”‘/c[ $0 for 
some m > 0, then slope(h, c) = + co (respectively - w ). 
(3) Ifslope(b, c)ER, then lim(~h”/cI)=O,for all m in N. 
Proof: (1) By definition and the easy fact that lim(eUhc7) = co for all 
(Y > 0 and all y implies lim(eah Ibl” c’) = a for all CI > 0 and 8, y E R. 
(2) Note that if lim(b) = + CC and bm/c $0 for some m > 0, then 
@b8,7 = eabbB +my (b”/c) Pi’ diverges to cc for any fixed real c1> 0, and fi, y 
in R. 
(3) If for some m, lim(Ib”/cl) =0 is not true then there is a sub- 
sequence (a,?) of (b, c) such that i~“/Fl ti 0 and hence lim(ea6FY) = CC for 
all a > 0 and all y and hence for a, y with y/a > slope(b, c). A contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Given sequences b and c with c and Ic/bl diverging 
to co, then 
(1) there can exist at most one slope r to which (6, c) belongs, 
(2) there exists a subsequence (b’, c’) of (b, c) which has a related 
slope. 
(3) ,for any fixed 0 > 0 and d, d’E R, (6, c), (6, 0c), and (b + d, c + d’) 
belong to the same slope if one of them has a related slope. 
Proof: (1) Obvious from the definition. 
(2) If Ib”/cl $0 for some m > 0, then since c diverges, we may find 
a subsequence (5, F) such that lim(a) = co (or lim(6) = -co) and (&,/?I B 0 
and so by Lemma 1.2(2), (a,?) belongs to slope + cc (or - co). 
Now we assume that for all m > 0, lim-inf(b”/c) = 0, then using the well- 
known diagonal trick, we can find a subsequence (5, F) of (6, c) such that 
lim am/c”= 0 for all m in N. So without loss of generality, we may assume 
that lim b”‘/c = 0 for all m in N. If for a real number r, ebcmr has a positive 
real number as an accumulation point then a subsequence of (b, c) will 
have ebcmr converging to that positive real number and hence has r as the 
related slope. So we may assume that ebcPr has only 0 and cc as the 
accumulation points for any r. Noting that ebcPr is a decreasing function 
in r for fixed b and c, by passing to successive subsequences and using the 
diagonal trick again, we can assume that (1) for all m in N, 
lim(ebcP”)= CC and hence the related slope is co, or (2) for all m in N, 
lim(ebcP”)=O and hence the related slope is -co, or (3) for some 
r(l)<r(2)< ... <r< ... <s(2)<s(l) with r=lim,(r(i))=lim,(s(i)) such 
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that for all i, lirn(&‘~~““) = cc and lim(ebcP”(‘))=O and hence r is the 
related slope. 
(3) By a straight computation since lim[ (c + d)/c] = 1 for any 
fixed d. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.3. Given sequences b and c with c and ) c/b/ diverging to co, 
if p(r, b, c) (respectively, w(r, b, c, a)) is well defined then so are 
p(r, b + d, c + d’) and p(r, b, ec) (respectiuely o(r, b + d, c + d’, a) if 
lim 161 = 00, and o(r, b, 8c, a)) for any fixed real numbers d, d’ and 8 > 0, 
with 
p(r, b + d, c + d’) = edp(r, b, c) 
(respectively w(r, b + d, c + d’, a) = e%(r, 6, c, a) iflim lb1 = co) and 
p(r, b, 8~) = B-‘p(r, 6, c) 
(respectively O(Y, b, tk, a) = Frg(r, b, c, a)). 
Proof By straight computation. 
Now we consider the Laplace transform 
Q.E.D. 
&W, c,r,:=jl,, exp(+bt-cf(t))dt 
of exp( -cf (t)) and 
T(S, a, b, c,f, &) :=eubl(S, +b, c,f), 
where f: G + R a is a measurable function on a measurable subset 6 of R 
and S is a measurable subset of 6. Define 
s 
m A, = exp( -t”) dt 
0 
for ff > 0. 
Iff! (0, s] + R, is a positive continuous function and is (one-sided) C” 
in a neighborhood [0, sO) of 0 for some 0 <so < s when f (O):=O, with 
Dy(O) = 0 for all 0 < i < n and Df (0) = K > 0 for some n in fV (here, by D’ 
we mean the ith one-sided derivative), then we say f is a well-behaved func- 
tion with degree of contact n. We call a function f a well-behaved function 
of degree of contact cc (respectively 0) if f = 0 on (0, s) (respectively, 
f(r) > E for all t in (0, s) for a fixed E > 0). We denote the degree of contact 
off by af: Given well-behaved functions f and g of degree of contact n and 
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m, respectively, n, m E N u { cc, }, we say that ,f’has strictly higher degree of 
contact than g if either (1) n > m, or (2) n = m < cc and D”f(0) < D”g(0). 
Remark 1.1. In a similar fashion, we can define functions of inverse 
integral degree n -’ of contact as functions f whose inverse functions ,f ~ ’ 
are of degree of contact n at 0, e.g., f(t) = t”“. In the rest of this paper, we 
can always consider both integral and inverse integral cases at the same 
time without affecting the results. 
The next proposition comes from Corollary A.2 and Lemma A.4 in the 
Appendix as special cases. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Given sequences b and c with c and [c/b1 diverging 
to co, 0i ,(T~ E ( +, - } and well-behaved functions f and g on (0, S) of 
degree of contact n’ and n (in N u { cc } ), respectively, then we have 
(1) If slope (b, c)= +cc (resp. -co), then 
limC~t[O, ~‘1, a’, b, cd ~,)/~(CO, $1, a, b, c, g, 0~11 = 00 
whenever a’>max(a,a+a,s} (resp. a’<min{a,a+o,s}). 
(2) If r = slope(b, c) E R, then 
(i) For a’, a E R and n, n’ E N with F= [(l/n’) - (l/n)]/(a’ -a), if 
p(?, b, c) exists in R, u {a}, then 
limC~(CO, ~‘1, a’, 6, c,f, aI)l~(CO, ~1, a, 6, c, g, adI 
= ~(6 b, cl “‘-us”,]“, I (j- lln’~l/n 3 
where 0’ = WY(O) and 0 = D”g(0). 
(ii) For any a, a’ E R, if r = 0 and /3 = lim(b) exists in R, then 
limCJ(CO, ~‘1, a’, b, G 0, c-J~)/$CO, ~1, a, b, c, 0, a211 
=fr1cr2 exp((a’-a)P)(exp(o,s’P)- l)(exp(a,$- 1))’ 
(when j? = 0, the expression on the right-hand side is meant to be 
(d/s) exp((a’-a)b)), and hence for any n in N, 
limC~(CO, ~‘1, a’, 6, c, 0, aI)/~(CO, ~1, a, b, c, g, adI = a. 
(iii) Assume that r > 0 (resp. r < 0), n E N and a’ > CT (resp. a’ < ii), 
where d=max{a, a+a,s} (resp. d=min{a, a+o,s}). If n’-‘(a’-ii)-‘>r, 
then 
lim[?([O, s’], a’, b, c,f, al)/$[O, s], a, b, c, 0, a*)] =0 (resp. co) 
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If rPl(u’-ii))‘<r, then 
lim[T( [0, s’], a’, b, c,f, a,)/J( [0, s], a, b, c, 0, az)] = CC (resp. 0). 
If Cl(a’-iT))‘=r, then 
limCJ([O, ~‘1, a’, b, c,f, a,)/f(CO, ~1, a, 6, c, 0, gdl 
=&,>o(r, b, c, .‘-ii)“‘-“@‘-I’“’ 
whenever the latter exists in IR, u {co}. 
In order to treat some degenerate cases in the next section, we need to 
deal with the rate of decay of a function at co. We shall say a positive 
continuous function f: (0, co ) + [w , of order of decay <n E N at co if 
f(t)Btr”, i.e.,f(t)t”%O (or lim-inf,,, (f(t) t”) > 0). (The exact value of n 
is not important in this paper.) 
The next proposition is a special consequence of Lemmas A.5 and A.4 in 
the Appendix. 
PROPOSITION 1.2’. Zf b 9 0 and lim(c/b) = 00, then for any continuous 
function f of order of decay < n E N at co, 
(1) lim[jFexp(-bt-cf(t))dt/z([O,s], +b,c,g)]=O 
for all non-vanishing well behaved function g on (0, s) with 8g E N and s > 0, 
(2) lim[fzexp(-bt-cs)dt/j,“exp(-bt-cf(t))]=O 
for any a in R and&>0 iflim,,, f(t)=O. 
In the following, we consider the possible values that the functions p and 
o can take under restrictions on their arguments. 
Given a unit vector u in R’, . Define Z, := { (2vul, 2~24) 1 vE Z: } G R*, 
where U’ = ( - u2, ui ) and vu means the inner product of v and u. We 
define p(r, Z,) (resp. w(r, Z,, a)) to be the set of all possible values 
p( r, b, c) (resp. w(r, b, c, a)) in [w a u { 00 } with sequences (b, c) in Z, such 
that lim(b/c) = 0 and lim(c) = + co. (Note that c > 0 for (b, c) in Z,.) 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let u be a unit vector in Iwt. Then 
(1) ln(p(0, Z,)) is equal to R u { f co } ifuz/ul is irrational and equal 
to 2Z(p2 + q*)-1’2 u { + co}, where p, q are relatively prime integers such 
that u2/u1 =p/q if u2/u, E Q. 
(2) ln(p(r,Z,))=iWu(+co),forrE[W\{O}. 
(3) ln(w(r,Z,,u))=Ru{fcO},forr~R\{O} undu#O. 
Proof (1) Since ln(p(0, b, c)) = lim(b), we have ln(p(0, Z,)) equal to 
the limit set of (2vu’ 1 v E B2, }. 
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If the slope of u is positive rational, say u2/u, =p/q with p and q 
relatively prime positive integers then 2vu’ = 2v( -uz, u,) = 2(nq - mp)/: 
(p’ + q*)l’* for v = (m, n). Since p and q are relatively prime, the limit set 
of (nq - mp 1 n, m E /V} is Z u ( ? cc }, and hence ln(p(0, 2,)) is exactly the 
closure of the discrete subgroup 2(p2 + q*)- 1’2Z of R in R u { f E ). 
On the other hand, if u2/ui is irrational, then lim(,,,,(nu, -mu*) with 
m, n in N can till up the whole real line R, so ln(p(0, 2,)) = IR u { f co} in 
this case. 
(2) we prove for the case r > 0 only. The other case can be treated 
similarly. 
It suffices to prove that for any 00 > s > 0, there is (b, c) in Z, with 
arbitrarily large positive b such that eb”c-’ can be arbitrarily close to s, 
since it implies that there is a sequence (6, c) in Z, such that lim(b) = + co 
and lim(eb”c-‘) =s, which implies that lim(c) = + co, lim(b/c) =0 and 
lim(ebc-‘) = Jr. 
Note that for any fixed s > 0, v:= xu + yuL with x = s ~ ‘e’/’ satisfies 
euu+( vu) ~ 1 = eYI’x ~ 1 = s 
and vi = xui -yu, while v2 = xu2 +yu,. Clearly when y becomes suf- 
ficiently large, x, vi, and v2 are all positive and large. 
First we assume that u2/u1 is not rational. We claim that for any 6 > 0, 
there exists k>O such that for any w in R* there is a v in Z* such that 
12(w -v)ul dk and 12(w -v)u’l ~6. In fact, by the irrationality of the 
slope of Ru, there exist A and B in Z”, such that BJB, > u2/u, > AJA, 
and (2(A - B)u’( < 6. Since the translates, by the points in the lattice 
ZA + ZB, of the parallelogram spanned by A and B cover the whole plane 
R*, by a little plane geometry, it is easy to see that the above claim is true 
with k = [2(A - B)ul. Thus applying this property to w = (1/2)v, we get 
that for any u discussed above, there is a v in Z< such that 
e2vu1’r(2vu)-1 = (uu)(uu + (2v - v)u)-’ exp((2v - v)u’/r)s-’ 
=(l +(vu))’ (2v-u)u)-‘exp((2v-u)ui/r)s-‘, 
where the latter converges to 1 as vu diverges to cc since j(2v - u)ul d k 
and l(2v-u)u’l<6. 
Now we consider the case with uz/u, E Q, say u2/u1 =p/q with p, qE N. 
Note that in this case, for any tE IF! there is ZE R such that 
~z-t~~(p2+q2)1~2andzu~B2since(p2+q2)1~2u=(q,p)~Z2.Sowemay 
choose arbitrarily large y such that (y/2)& E Z* and find such z for t = x/2, 
where x = s P’eyir. Then taking v=xu+yuL and v=zu+yu’~Z: for J 
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large, we can apply a similar argument as used for the irrational case to 
conclude the proof. 
(3) The proof is similar to the proof of (2) and so is omitted. Q.E.D. 
The Z2 action on sequences v in Z’, by componentwise translation 
induces an action on ln(p(r, Z,)) and In(o(r, Z,)). By Lemma 1.5, they can 
be described by p . t = t - 2p( - u2, ur) for p E Z2 and t = In(p) or In(o). So 
we are interested in this kind of Z2 action on subsets of R. By a change of 
variable t’ = - t/(2u2), this action can be described as pt’ = t’ -pr - 
p2a(F), where LX(F)= -u,/u2 is the slope of (-u2, u,). When the slope 
- u,Iu2 is rational, say -q/p as in the above proof, this Z2 action on 
2(p* + q2) - “‘Z or R can be realized as p . s = s - pr, s E Z, by a suitable 
choice of basis of 2* and a change of variable s= (1/2)t(p2 + q2)‘12. In 
fact, (m,n).s=s-nq+mp. Let a,b~z, such that hq-ap=l. Then 
(a, b) .s = s- I and (q, p) .s = s. It is easy to check that {(a, h), (q, p)} is 
a basis of Z2, since b(q, p) -~(a, b) = (1,0) and q(0, b) - ~(0, p) = (0, 1). 
When u = (0, 1) or (1, 0), we have the following analogous conclusion by 
similar and simpler discussion. 
PROPOSITION 1.3’. [j” u = ( 1,0) (resp. (0, 1 )), then 
(1) ln(p(O,Z,))=22,u(+ac,) (resp.2Z,u{-co}), 
(2) ln(p(r, Z,))=Ru (&co} (resp. {-co}) if r>O, ln(p(r,Z,))= 
{ + cc } (resp. R u { * co > ) if r < 0, 
(3) ln(o(r,Z,,a))=Ru {&co} (resp. { -c0}) ifr>O, In (co(r,Z,,a)) 
=(+a} (resp. lQu(+oo>) ifr<O. 
Proof: We shall only show that ln(p(r, Z,)) = { + cc } if u = (1,O) and 
r < 0, since the proof of the rest is either simple or analogous. 
Note that u’ = (0, I), vu’ = v2> 0 for v in Z’, , so exp(2vu’)> 1 and 
hence (2vu) -’ exp(2vul) diverges to co when vu diverges to cc since r < 0. 
Thus p(r, Z,) = { + co }. Q.E.D. 
Note that (2) implies that there is no sequence in Z, belonging to slope 
<O (resp. >O) if 24= (1,0) (resp.(O, 1)). 
Finally we prove a lemma needed in the next section. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let F be a Borel subset of R, u a positive measure on F such 
that (,u x p)( { (t, 2) 1 t > i in F}) > 0, and g(s, t):= exp(kst)for s E R’ and t E F, 
where k is a constant. If f is strictly increasing (resp. decreasing) such that 
SF g(s, t) du(t) and SF f (t) g(s, t) d,u(t) are C’ functions with 
(Ws) j F As, t) 44t) = IF C(Ws) gh t)l&(t) > 
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for all s in [w then the function x defined by 
x(s) = j f(t) As, t) 44t) ds, f) 44t) 
F > 
is strictly increasing (resp. decreusing). 
Proof Since (a/&) g(s, t) = ktg(s, t), we have 
x’(s) =K jFWW As> t)&(t) )( j As, W/4t”) F > 
- 
U f(t) As, t) 4(t) F I jF kig(s, 8 440)}/( j 
2 
ds, t) 44t) 
F 
= 
j.l I( 
j 
> 
2 
4t - iIf As, t) As, 0 44t) 44) g(s, t) dAt) 
FXF F 
2 
= jj 4t - W(t) -f(7)1 g(s> t) ds, 0 44t) 44) 
i( 
j As, t) 4(t) 
F > 
where the last double integral is over {(t, 7) E F x FI t > I}. Now it is easy 
to see that x’(s) is positive (resp. negative) since f(t) -f(f) is so for t > 1. 
Q.E.D. 
SECTION 2 
Let D be a bounded Reinhardt domain in UX2, i.e., a bounded open (con- 
nected) region containing 0 in UZ2 which is invariant under componentwise 
multiplication by elements of the two-torus T2. The invariance under T2 
implies that D is completely determined by IDI := { IzI ) z E D} G R’, , where 
I4 = (1~11~ ~1) and b = 1 I x x E (w and x k O}. Without loss of generality 
by resealing, we may assume that D is contained in the unit polydisk A’, 
where A is the unit open disk of C. We define the logarithmic domain of 
D to be C:= {ln(lzl)lz~D and z,z,#O}~lR~, where the logarithmic 
function In operates componentwise. It is well known that a Reinhardt 
domain D is pseudoconvex if and only if C is convex [H]. Thus taking 
pseudoconvex hull b of D corresponds to taking convex hull c of C. 
Let H2(D) be the Bergman space over D, i.e., the Hilbert subspace of 
L’(D) consisting of holomorphic L2-functions over D with the Lebesgue 
measure, and let P be the orthogonal projection from L’(D) onto H’(D). 
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The Toeplitz C*-algebra y(D) is defined to be the C*-algebra generated 
by the operators T, := PM, restricted to H’(D), where +4 is a continuous 
function on the closure D of D and M, is the multiplication operator by 
4 on L2(D). In order to study y(D), we use the framework of Curto and 
Muhly in [Cu-M] to relate it to a groupoid C*-algebra and then we use 
the bounary geometry to help determine explicitly the groupoid structure. 
First, let us sketch the result of [Cu-M]. 
With respect to the canonical orthonormal basis {e, =zy/~/zy~12} of 
H’(D), where VEZ: and z”= (zI’)(zy), the Toeplitz operator T,_, 
m = 1, 2, can be viewed as a multivariable weighted shift. More precisely, 
Tz,(ev) = w,(v)e,+,,,,, 
where E,‘s, m = 1,2, are the standard basis of [w2 and 
w,(v)= IIZ”+cmll*/llZYI12. 
Let A be the Z2-invariant commutative C*-subalgebra of P(Z2) generated 
by w1 and w2. Then A z C,(Y), where Y is the maximal ideal space of A, 
and Z2 is embedded in Y in the canonical way. In particular, each v in Z2 
determines a character X(V) (i.e., a non-vanishing complex valued 
homomorphism of A) in Y. Clearly the Z2-action on Y induced by the 
Z2-action on A 5 P(Z2) coincides with the usual translation on 77’. The 
closure X of X0 := Z: in Y consists of characters which are weak* limits 
of x(v) with v in Z’, . Let 8 be the reduction [M-Re] of the transformation 
group groupoid Y x Z2 to X, endowed with the natural Haar system, 
namely, A” = 6, x 1, where A is the counting measure on (possibly part of) 
Z2 and 6, is the Dirac measure (or unit point mass) at x. Then the 
(reduced) groupoid C*-algebra C*(6) [Re] contains r(D) and equals 
F(D) under certain conditions. Our first goal is to analyze the structure of 
c*(B). 
The most difficult part in carrying out Curto-Muhly’s program is to 
describe the character space X. It turns out that the characters in X can be 
“computed” using the geometry of dC. The main idea is that the limit (if 
it exists) of a sequence of characters v in X0 = Z: with a converging direc- 
tion (as vectors in rW*) is determined by how “quickly” v/llvll converges to 
that direction. 
In the following, for any vectors y and v in [w2, we shall use yv to denote 
the inner product of y and v (i.e., the product of any two vectors means 
their inner product). For the convenience of discussion about degenerate 
cases, we denote by dC for any region C in IJZ’, the boundary of C in the 
compactitication R2 of II%‘, where R = [w u { + cc }. Let u be a unit vector in 
Rz,, uL=(-u2, u,),andF=F,,:=(Rul-yu)r\acbethefaceofcdeter- 
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mined by U, where 2; is the convex hull of C and :’ is the shortest distance 
between C and [wu’. Note that Fmay simply be a point and in such a case, 
F may be determined by (infinitely) many unit vectors U. If F is a line 
segment, we shall denote the slope of F by a(F) which is equal to - U, /u2. 
Note that if u = (1,O) (resp. (0, 1)) and a?( has the line -7~ + iwu’ as a 
disjoint asymptote, then F contains only the imaginary point ( -7, - nc ) 
(resp. (- co, -7)). Set F= Fn dC. Let P,: C + iwu’ be the orthogonal 
projection along the u direction. We define 4: Im(P,) + iw 2 by 
d(y) = inf( S( y)), where S( .Y) = {s 1 y - (s + y )u E C} for all y in Im( P,). Let 
Dam(#) := Im(P,) be the domain of 4 and 1 = (1, 1); then 
for any v in Z22>. Since ~1,‘s generate A under translation, the task of 
characterizing X would be to classify all possible limits of w,(v - 1) with 
vinhJ. In the following discussions, we often fix P and identify y E [wu’ 
with t E [w if y = fu’, so the notion d(t) makes sense. 
Since the structure of T(D) turns out to be closely related to the 
boundary geometry of D, we need to spend some time describing the 
relevent data involved with the boundary of D (or C) in the following. 
For clarity of presentation, we consider in this section only the class of 
bounded complete Reinhardt domains D in C2, i.e., bounded domains 
which are invariant under the componentwise multiplication by elements in 
the unit bidisc A2 (or equivalently, bounded Reinhardt domains with 
(-co,x,]x(-a,x2]GCfor all (x,, x2) E C) with piecewise real analytic 
(e.g., polygonal) boundary curve dC. 
For each fixed face F of c determined by a fixed unit vector u in rW:, 
since X is a piecewise real analytic curve, F= pn X has only finitely 
many connected components (intervals or points). Let qi be the (real) end 
points of these components in F such that - 00 < a, < a2 < . . . < ak < co, 
where aj = qiu’ is the coordinate of qi on the axis iwul. (If such qi does not 
exist, which can happen only when u = 8, or c2, we set k = 0. C.f. the next 
paragraph and the remark following.) For each F fixed, we have that for 
E > 0 sufficiently small, 4 is real analytic on Ke\ {ai 1 1 < i Q k}, where 
K, :=4-‘([O, E]). (Note that for E sufficiently small, a connected compo- 
nent of [wu’\ {ail 1 d id k} is contained in F+ yu if and only if it is 
contained in K,\(a,I 1 < i< k}. We assume this condition in the following 
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discussion.) For each ai, if [ai, ai+ i] EF+ yu ( EIRu’), then we define 
Ii+ := [Ui, a] and Zc;+l)- := [u, Ui+l , ] where a is a point strictly between 
ai and ai+ i, and if [ai, ai+,] (resp. [a;_i, ai]) is not contained in F + yu, 
then we define I;+ := (ai, a;,] (resp. Ii_ := [ai-, a,)) be the corresponding 
component in K,\{u,I 1 <i<k}. Nowfi+(t) :=4(uift) is well behaved on 
the intervals + (I;* - ui) = (0, la, - ai, I), say, 
for some positive 8’s and n’s (For simplicity, we only consider integral 
degree of contact. It is also understood that if some n’s are co, the corre- 
sponding right-hand side of the above equality is 0.) For each ui, we define 
ni=max(ni+, nip } and call it the degree of contact of K with ac at a;. 
In case u=(l,O), we assume that either (l)(-co,~~]~F+yu and we 
define I,- =(-~a,], or (2){-co} is isolated in F + yu and we define 
Z,- = (-co, a,] to be the corresponding connected component in K,. In 
case (1 ), we set n, ~ = co since clearly fi _ = 0, and in case (2), we assume 
thatf,- is of order of decay <n for some n in N (no- is not needed in this 
case). The case of u = (0, 1) is treated similarly. 
Remark 2.1. When u E {E, tz2 1, the completeness of D forces k d 1, but 
for more general domains considered in Section 4, k could be greater than 
1. The above assumption that fop is of order of decay <n is not really 
needed for complete domains. 
We need to transform the above boundary geometric data into a usable 
form. In fact, we associate a convex polygonal region P in [w* to each face 
F according to the points a, of contact and the degrees ni+ of contact, and 
the lower boundary of P helps us to decompose X into more manageable 
pieces. Let N:=max{niI 1 dibk} and 
M= max( { I($[, -~~,~)(r,~- ricj)p’l : r,j# rii. and 
lfi,i’,jdkarealldistinct}u(ni},~i~,\{co})+l 
(:= cc if ni= cc for all i), where sii= (a,-~,))’ and rii=nL:‘(uj-uj)-’ for 
i#j. Let a, = max{ui/ni=N} and a- =min{uJn,=N}. (If F contains 
only a point at co, we set a, = -co and a_ = + cc.) Define 
pi= (a,, m,:‘) E [w’, where mi = M if ni = 00 and mj = ni if otherwise, and 
define P to be the (closed) convex hull of 
P:={(uj,m,:‘)l16i<ksuchthat 
~,>a+ ifU=e,, andu,<u_ ifu=E2}. 
(Note that the “such that” clause is void for complete Reinhardt domains 
considered here, but is meaningful for general cases dealt with in Section 4.) 
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When F is a point, P is also a point. Let qi = u,u’ - yu be the point on F 
corresponding to a,. To each afline face B of P on the lower boundary 
5 p:={(,,h)EapI(a,h-~)4i3forany~>O) 
of j3, we associate an open line segment or a point, QB c F, in the following 
way. If B= [p,, p,] is a point then QB = {qij (or simply qi). If B= [p,, pi] 
is a line segment, then QB= (qi, qL). For UE {Ed, e,}, we add two more 
imaginary faces E and N of P. By defining E = ( - cc, pi] (resp. 
N= [pi, co)) and QE= (-yu- a~‘, qi) (resp. QN= (qi, -yyu+ mu’)) if 
u = E, (resp. E*), where ai = a + (resp. a, = up ). Clearly F is contained in the 
disjoint union of QB’s (including possibly QE and QN). Note that Qe E ac 
except in the degenerate cases when B = E or N. From now on, a face (or 
vertex) on the lower boundary of P is called a lower face (or a lower 
vertex) of P. If N = 00 and a + < uk (resp. a > a, ), we define 
and 
A+ :=ui-u+ (resp. A- :=~~-a~~) 
r + :=ni’A,‘>O (resp. rp :=n,~~‘AI’<O), 
where uj = min{ a, > a,+ 1 pi is a lower vertex of &j} (resp. = max { ai < a ~ / pI 
is a lower vertex of P} ). Otherwise, r + and A k are not defined. 
In the degenerate case, namely when F is a singleton {q} at infinity 
(which can happen only when UE {E,, Ed}), we define P= {pi, Qrc= {qf 
the point at infinity for the only B = P if u = E, or E*. 
With the above notations introduced, we can make the following claim 
and use it to prove the main result of this section concerning the structure 
of C*(B). The proof of the claim is given at the end of this section. 
Claim. The character space X is compact since w, and w2 are jointly 
bounded below in the sense that 
(c.f. [Cu-M] ). For each lower face B of P (including E and N) associated 
with a face P of a(?, there corresponds a subset Xs of A’. Let 
X,={;C(V)~VEZ$} and Xi=lJdim~B~=2-iiXe for i=l,2 (with dim(E):= 
dim(N) := 1). Then X is a disjoint union of Xi, i= 0, 1, 2, with X0 and 
X0 u X1 open in X, and X2 homeomorphic with the part a,C of X defined 
below. Furthermore each Xs is an invariant subset in the unit space X of 
the groupoid 6 with the (possibly partial) Z2-action described as follows, 
and is open in X, if dim(B) = 1. 
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When dim(B) =O, X, consists of only one character xp which is 
invariant under the Z2-action. 
When dim(B) = 1 and B$ (E, N} then (1) for the case U(P) 4 ‘JB, X, is 
parametrized by Iw with Z* acting on it by r,(x) =x-pi - p2a(P) for x in 
Iw, and (2) for the case LX(~)E Q, A’, is parametrized by either iw in case 
when slope(B) #O or by Z in case when slope(B) = 0, and 2’ acts by 
z,(x) = x - ,LL, . In any case, XB is invariant under the Z* action. 
For B = E (resp. N), X, is parametrized by Z , (resp. Z < ) and is not 
invariant under Z2, since the Z2-action is given by r,(n)=n +p2 (resp. 
z,(n)=n-h). 
Now we can state and prove our main result. In the following, X is the 
ideal of compact operators, J$ is the rotation C*-algebra determined by 
c1 E R [Ri] and kg means the C*-algebraic direct sum of k copies of an 
algebra 33 for k E N u (0, N,}. For any face F of c, let a,(P) be the set of 
points on F corresponding to the lower vertices of p, in other words, the 
union QB’s with B a lower vertex of P. (When F contains only a point at 
infinity, we set a$= F.) We define &C to be the union of all such a,(F), 
and define d,D = T* exp(&,C) G dD _c C2. (Note that 8’ exp(a,C) is closed 
in @” because &,C may contain points at negative infinity by the convention 
we use.) For each one-dimensional face F of &?, we denote by n(P) the 
number of one-dimensional lower faces B (not including E and N) of the 
corresponding P, and by m(P) the number of such faces with non-zero 
slope. 
Define the weight operator W,,, by W,Je,)= w,(v)e,, and the shift 
operator U, by U,(e,) = e,,+c, on H’(D). We denote by C*(U, W) the 
C*-algebra generated by U,‘s and Wm’s. Clearly r(D) c C*( U, W) since 
T=_= U,,, W,. 
In the following, the term “groupoid C*-algebra” always refers to the 
reduced groupoid C*-algebra. On the groupoid Q we fix the natural Haar 
system, namely A” = 6 ~ x A with A the counting measure on (or maybe part 
of) z2. 
THEOREM 2.1. The groupoid P-algebra C*(B) associated to a bounded 
complete Reinhardt domain D in C2 with piecewise real analytic boundary 
curve aC is isomorphic to C*(U, W) and has the following composition 
sequence 
such that 
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and 
where k, = CacFjEQ m(P) and k2 = CX,~je Q (n(F) - m(P)) with F one-dimen- 
sional faces qf &I?. (The one-dimensional vertical F, if it exists, is considered 
to be qf rational slope.) 
Proof. Since W, and u’~ are jointly bounded below, we have 
C*( U, W) E C*(B) by [Cu-M]. 
Let us define 
~=c*(BIx,ux,) and -ao=C*(B/X,)=C*(Z2xH21~:)~~, 
Then clearly, by the general theory of groupoid C*-algebras developed in 
[Re] and the above claim, we have 
9J.a, = C*(Q)/C*((li 1 (X0 u A-,)) 
~~*~8~~,~~c~(a,c~~~~~~~~c~(u~~a,c~ 
since the Z2-action on X2 is trivial and X, is homeomorphic to i3,C. 
Note that since each X, with dim(B) = 1 is open in X, by the claim, we 
have 
dim(B) = I 
Now using the known facts that (1) 
[Re] (and similarly C*(B IX,) 2 X @ C(U)), (2) 
if CI is irrational [Sa-Sh-U], where the cc-action of Z2 is defined by 
dpL)(t) = t- pL1 - CW~, and (3) 
C,(Z)x, Z2EC(U)@X and c,(R)x,z2~c(%2)ox, 
where Z2 acts on Z or [w by z(p)(t) = t - p, for t in Z or [w, we get, from 
the claim, that C*(BIXg) is (i) X@C(U) if slope(B)=0 and GI(F)EQ 
(or BE {E,N}), or (ii)C(U2)OX if ~(P)EQ and slope(B)#O, or 
(iii) J&&F) 0 X if cr(P) $ Q. Thus Yr/& g C*(B I X,) is exactly as described 
in the Theorem. Q.E.D. 
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Now it remains to prove the claim stated above. First we describe some 
useful parameters r, p, w of X and then explain how they are related to the 
decomposition of X into Xgs. 
From now on we use v to denote a sequence of elements in Zt s rW’, 
satisfying the following properties, which are shown to imply the con- 
vergence of the corresponding sequence of characters x(v) of A, unless 
otherwise specified. We denote by v +U (r, p, o) E R3 that (1) lim(vu) = + co, 
(2) lim(vu’/vu) = 0, (3) (2vui, 2~) (and hence (2(v - p)u’, 2(v - p)u) for 
any fixed p in 77’) belongs to slope Y, (4) p(r, 2vui, 2vu) = p, and (5) if rk 
is defined (so N = + co) and Y = r+ , then w(r, 2vuL, 2~2.4, A +) = w. Note 
that conditions ( 1) and (2) imply thatvul/ll v 11 converges to 0, v/I/ v I/ converges 
to U, uv/llvll converges to 1, and llvll diverges to co, since lim(v/llvl/)ul/ 
(v/llvll)~=O. Clearly I~~~‘~/II~II~/~~~/II~II~I = Ifvu’lvul (> I~v/ll4/l) con- 
verges to 0 uniformly for y = tu ’ in a compact subset of U&l. When u is 
clear, we drop the subscript u. 
Note that in the notion v + (r, p, o), when r # r, , o does not play any 
role and can be ignored. Note also that if u # (si, E+}, r # 0, or p E (0, co } 
then lim(v,) = lim(v,) = co, since v m = llvll u, if u $ (E,, ~3)~ lim(eqW,)) = 
lim(e2”“1(2vu)0) = cc (resp. lim(exp( -2vi)) = 0) and lim(v,) = lim(vu) = cc 
(resp. lim(v,) = cc) if u = s1 (resp. s2). (Note that if u = .si then r 2 0, and if 
u = E? then r 6 0.) So in this case, v-p is eventually in Z2, for any fixed p 
in Z*. On the other hand, if u = s1 (resp. sZ), r = 0 and p E [w, , then p > 1 
(resp. p < l), In(p) = lim(2vu’) = 2 lim(v,) (resp. -2 lim(v,)) in 22 and 
CO = lim(vu) = lim(v,) (resp. co = lim(v,)). Hence in this case, for any fixed 
p in Z*, v - p is eventually in ZZ, if and only if 2~~ <In(p) (resp. 
2~~ x -In(p)). In any case, when v-p is eventually in Zt, we have that 
if v +,, (r, p, o) E R3 then 
(v-p)---;-, (r, p exp( -2p&), w exp( -2&))E R3 
by Lemma 1.3 and the remark before it. 
Since we shall use r, p (and o when r f is defined) to parametrize the 
character space A’, we recall at this point that the possible values of p, w 
associated to (2vu’, 2~24) have been explicitly calculated in Propositions 1.3 
and 1.3’. On the other hand, r, p, and o do not parametrize the characters 
in X faithfully and the redundancy is determined by the geometry of KY. 
Roughly speaking, each fixed value r “selects” either (1) one lower face B 
of P of the corresponding P and p parametrizes A’, (which may collapse to 
a point) or (2) two lower faces B, B’ and p, w parametrize A’,, Xr respec- 
tively. But note that different r’s may select the same B. 
Now we proceed to show the convergence of the sequence of characters 
ccrresponding to v, or equivalently the convergence of w,(v - 1 - p) for 
any fixed p in Z2, and classify all limit characters arising this way. 
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Let I(Z, v) :=SI=ruitZS.~FS(,,e2Y”U’ I ’ ds d-v for measurable Z contained 
in Ru’. Then since D is complete, 
Z(K,, v) = 1 
I‘= 11.11 t K,
j’:_,,,, e2v(rrr1 W) ds dy + E(e, v) 
= (2vu)-‘L(K,, 2vuL, 2vu, c/5)+ E(e, v), 
where 
= (2~) ~ ’ j,, = luI t K e2rau1 ~2cvu dy 
= (2vu)-‘Z(K,, 2vu’, 2vu, 6). 
Thus by Lemma A.3 (in the Appendix) if Fn R* # @, and by Proposi- 
tion 1.2’ if Fn R2 = 0, i.e., when F contains only a point at infinity (note 
that when U=E, (resp. Ed), vu1 >>O (resp. VU’ <O)), we get 
lim E(E, v)/[(2wp’~(K,, 2vuL, 2vu, d)] =O. 
So we have 
Z(K,, v) z (2~) ’ [z(K,, 2vuL, 2~4 4)]. 
On the other hand, because of 
=I tuL~Dom(q3\K, .s=&r) 
= 
i 
,UIt Dom(~),K, (2~~’ e2(rvuL-4(f’vu) ds dt 
= (2~24~ ‘E(Dom(d)\K,:, 2vul, 2~4) 
and so by Lemma A.3, we have 
Z(Dom(d)\K,, v)/C(2vu)~‘~(K,, 2~4’~ 2~ d)l 
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converging to 0. From the above discussion, we get 
Z(Dom(d), V)E (2~24)’ [z(K,, 2vu’, 2~24, +4)] 
= Pu)r’ c ch .L i, a)l, 
i, 0 
where ?(v, f, i, 0) := J((o(Z, - a,), ai, 2vul, 2~24, fi,) with CJ E { ) }. Conse- 
quently, we get 
w,(v - II2 ~q$h,J = Z(Dom(4), v + dlZ(Dom(4), v) 
Before we go further, let us introduce another polygon P’ which relates 
to F in a simpler way than P and helps us to relate r to the lower faces 
of B. 
Let P’ = {pi+ }f= 1 c IX2 ( we do not consider points at infinity here), 
where pi& := (a,, n,‘), and let pi = (a,, n,:‘). We denote by L, the lowest 
line in R2 with slope r such that L,n P’ # aa, say L, n P’ = (&,}, 
j = 1, . . . . h. (It is easy to see that only pj’s will appear in L,.) When r = cc 
(resp. - co), we define L, to be the vertical line passing through p; 
(resp. pi). The map sending pi to pi induces a map sending lower faces 
B= [pi, pj] of P to line segments (or points) [p,!, p,‘] in some L, (r=O if 
and only if B has slope 0, when B is a line segment), which is on the lower 
boundary of the convex hull p’ of P’. Note that if L, n P’ is a singleton 
{p:} then pi is a lower vertex of P. 
Now we show that only those pi+ in L, play a role in the computation 
of the limit character. In fact, for all &+ $ L, with ai> ujcj,(respectively, 
with ui < uici,), the slope of the line passing pi+ and picj, is greater (respec- 
tively smaller) than r and hence by Proposition 1.2, 
lim[Qv,f, i, a)/l(v,f, i(j), c)] =0 
(respectively 0) since (2vul, 2~24) belongs to the slope r. 
First we divide our discussion into several different cases to show, in 
particular, that there is a lower face B corresponding to each sequence v 
and the value lim(w,(v - 1)) of the limit character lim(X(v)) evaluated at 
IV, is of the form exp(s,q) for some q in QB (where q := q”” may depend 
on m). We only consider the cases with r 30, since the other cases with 
r < 0 can be treated similarly. Let z = h + 1 if u E {E, , ,s2} and r = 0, and 
z = h if otherwise. 
Case I. i; = 1. 
580.‘92 ‘I I9 
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First we consider the simplest case, namely K = 1 (e.g., when Y = + X, 
h = 1, an i( 1) = k). In this case, by the above fact about limits, we have 
lim (w,(v - 1)2) exp(2yu,) = lim C7(v + c,,,, 
0 
.L 1,4/[ c %J, .#; 1, A] 
d 
= lim c i exp[2(v + s,,)(U’(q, + ar) - &,(t))] dz 
c7 
ewC2v(uLb, + 4 - &W)l dt , 
where I = i( 1) and the integral is over the interval [0, a(~,, - a,)]. 
Case I(1). h”= 1 and u$ {E,, Q). 
Note that by Cauchy’s mean value theorem, for each (T, we have 
evCW + GJ(~‘~ + 4 - CANI dt I’ 
ii 
exp[2v(u’(u, + at) - &(t))] dt 
= exp(2u,s,ui + 2a,(u’at - ufiJ2)) 
for some 0 < t < a(~,, - a,) depending on v. Now since the right-hand side 
can be arbitrarily close to exp(2u,s,u’) when we choose E sufficiently small 
since t < a(~,, - a,) and o(uro - a,), independent of v, converges to 0 as E 
does. Thus by Lemma A.5( 1), 
lim(w,(v - 1)‘) = exp(2(u,uA - ~24,)) = exp(2(q,),). 
Thus v determines a limit character x, depending only on the lower vertex 
B=p, of p corresponding to the singleton intersection p,’ of L, and P’, 
namely, 
x,,(~,(wd) = lim(w,(v - P - 1)) = ev((q,M 
for all p in Z2 since v-p is eventually in ZZ, 
Case I(2). K= 1, UE {a,,~~} but r#O. 
Let us take, say, U=E, and hence r >O. This happens only when 
F+yu=(-~,a,) and so 
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lim(w,(v - 1)2) exp(2yu,) 
= lim 
ii 
om expP(v + cm)(z4’(a, - t)] dl}/Iom exp[2v(u’(a, - t))] dl} 
=lim(vu~/(v+~,)u~)exp(2a,~,u~)=exp(2a,~,u~) 
since Y > 0 implies lim(vul) = + co. Thus v determines a limit character just 
as described in Case I( 1) above with i = 1. 
Case I(3). L= 1, UE {si, E*} and r=O. 
This can happen only when u = E, with n = 1 (resp. 2) and F= - yu - 
00~’ (reSp. -yu+ 00~‘) a point at infinity, and hence a0 (resp. &+,) iS 
defined. In this case, 
w,(v - l)* exp(2w) = U(v + E,, .L 1, a)/36 f, 1, f~)l, 
where z = 0 (resp. k + 1) and 0 = - 1 (resp. + 1). Hence by the same 
argument used in Case I( 1) above (except that, this time, exp(2a,s,u’ + 
2.s,(uiat- uf,,(t)) can be arbitrarily close to exp(2a,,s,u’) = 6,,, where 
r~ = (-l)“, when we choose E sufficiently small since a, + at < a, (resp. 
a, + ot > a,) and a,, independent of v, diverges to arrr = -cc (resp. + co) 
and MA m converges to 0 as 6 converges to 0), we get 
lim w,(v - 1)2 = exp(2s,q,) = 6,,. 
If p E (0, co } then the limit character determined by v is denoted by xP 
satisfying 
x,(7,(wm)) = exp(2hqJ = d,, 
for all p in Z2, where {p} = P, since v -p is eventually in Z: . 
If p E R, then v determines a limit character I&) (resp. x&)), 
depending on p only, satisfying 
XEb)(Q%N = 6mn (rev. x~(P)(~~(wJ) = LJ 
if 2,u2 <In(p) (resp. 2~~ < -In(p)) and 
X&)(7JwJ) = 0 0-w. x~(P)(~JwJ) = 0) 
if 2~~ >ln(p) (resp. 2~, > -In(p)), for all p in Z2. It is obvious that all 
these characters are different. 
In the above three cases, we define XPz = {x,,} and X, = {xE(p) 1 In(p) E 
22, } (resp. X, = {x,&) 1 In(p) E 22 < }). Note that (at least when u is not 
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in {E,, Ed}), there are actually infinitely many r’s corresponding to the same 
pI and the limit character depends only on pI and not on r, p, or o. 
Case II. K32. 
From now on, we may assume that r < co and h” > 2. So by Proposi- 
tion 1.2, for any pair (i, a’) with n,,, <n, we have 
lim[7(v, J i, a’)/?(~, f, i, a)] = 0, 
where nia=ni. Thus it is easy to see that 
lim w,(v - 1 )2 = exp( - 2~24,) 
xlim 
i[ 
C~(V+E,,~, i(j), a) 
i 
]I[ c Qv, f, WY 41) 
J 
if the latter limit exists. 
Case 11( 1). K > 2, r = 0, and nicj, = co for all j. 
Now we first consider the case r = 0 and niciJ = co for all j. Let B be the 
lower face of p which is either [pi(r), pi(,,J if u $ {E,, s2} or E (resp. N) if 
u= ~1 (rev. ~2). Let QO = (4i(l,, 4i(h)) G QB, where Cli(l) = qiclj Crew. 
qichJ = qrthJ unless (-co, aicl,) c P+ yu (resp. (ai( co) G F+ yu) in which 
case we define qi(i ) = -yu- co& (resp. qichj= -yu+ cou’). In this case, 
we have 
lim w,(v - 1)2 = exp( - 2~24,) 
x lim exp(2t(v + E,)u’) dt j exp(2tvu’) dt , 
1 
if the limit exists, where the integral is over F,, + yu c Ilk’ and F, G Q0 is 
the union of nondegenerate (i.e., of positive length) intervals in F. 
Clearly, if co > p > 0 (i.e., lim(2vul-) = In(p) exists in R), then 
lim w,(v - 1)2 = exp( - 2~24,) 
X 
s 
exp(t(ln(p) + ~E,u’)) dt j exp(t W)) dt 
Kl+YU Kl+YU 
which is exp(2s,q) for some q in QO, since YE F. E Q0 and hence 
2 min(s, Q,,) < 2s, y d 2 max(s, Q,). (Note that the limit commutes with 
the integral sign even when F,, + yu is not a bounded set, because, e.g., when 
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u = (LO), we have VU’ 2 1 and F0 + yu is contained in (- cc, a) for some 
a < 0.) If u # (.sl, aZ}, then v determines a limit character xB(p) depending 
only on p such that 
xB(mpwi2) = 5 exp(Mp) - 2k) .wL + ~E,Y)) 4 FO 
s exp((ln(p) - 2~24~) yu’) dt FO 
by Lemma 1.3. If u = E~ (resp. E*), we get a character x&) (resp. xN(p)) 
satisfying 
x&)(~~(w~J) = IF0 exp(Md - 2&l .w’ + 2~ Y)) dy 1 
i 
exp((ln(p) - 2~24~) yu’) dt 
Fo 
(rev. = L&)(~~C~)) 
if 2~~ <In(p) (resp. 2~~ < -In(p)), and 
X&hh%)) = 0 (rev = x~~P)(~JwJ)) 
if 2~~ >ln(p) (resp. 2,~~ > -In(p)), for all p in Z2. We define X,(p) to be 
the set of all such I&) for B= [piclj, pichJ, E, or N. 
On the other hand, if p = 0 (note that this cannot happen for u = (LO) 
since VU’ > l), then n;(i)+ = co and 
lim 7( v + p, f, i(j), a)/T( v + I*, f, i( 1 ), + ) = 0 
for all j > 1 by Proposition 1.2. So 
lim w,(v - 1)2 = exp( -2yu,)lim 7(v + E,, f, i(l), + )/7(v, f, i(l), + ) 
=exp(2(aiClJemu’ - WJ)=~XP(~-L~~~IJ) 
by mean value theorem and the fact that aiClj+ can be chosen arbitrarily 
close to ai( Similarly, if p = co, then 
lim w,(v - 1)’ = exp(2.s,qiCh,). 
So the limit characters are exactly the ones determined by the end points 
of Q,, namely xpICI, and x~,(~), resectively. 
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Note that 
Jr ev(W) .w’ + 2~ Y)) do i’j exp(W) ,w’) dy 
0 lI F-0 
converges to exp(2s,q,,,) (resp. exp(2s,q,,,,)) and hence lim(Xe(p)) = xp,,,, 
(resp. x~,,~,) when p goes to 0 (resp. cc ). 
Moreover applying Lemma 1.4 with k = 1 and s = In(p), we have one of 
(actually both of, if u # {E,, s2},) lim w,(v - 1)2, m = 1, 2, strictly monotone 
(as a function of In(p)) and hence all these characters xB(p) are different. 
Case H(2). h” 2 2 and nici, < cc for all j. 
Next we consider the case when all degrees n,(,, of contact are less 
than co. We define the corresponding face B as in the previous case. By 
Proposition 1.2, 
lim T(v + $, f, i(j’), a’)/l(v + p, f, i(j), a) 
= exp(2ajcj.,$u’ - 2ai(j)PL)i(4j'), i(j)) 
if niClja = nLCij and niCi+, = njCi,), where 
for any fixed p, p’ in 2’. 
Assume that 0 < p < GO. Dividing both the numerator and denominator 
of w,(v - 1)’ by r(v,f, i(l), a)), for a fixed o= f such that n,(i) =njC,,,, 
and then taking limit, we get 
lim(w,(v- 1)‘) =exp( -2yu,) 
[ 
1 exp(2aicj,ui) [(i(j), i(1)) 1 
x CiW), i(l)) [ 1 -’ 
= C expMa,(,pA [ 
-1 
-YhJMW 41)) I[ c i(G), 41)) 1 
= C exP((2&,qicj,)i(i(j), 41)) 
[ I[ ~’ C i(Q), i(l)) 1 
which is the center of mass of the ordered set {exp(2s,q,(J} with respect 
to the weights {c(i(j), i(l))} and hence is of the form exp(2s,q) for some 
q on the line segment (qicll, qichJ s Q, since exp preserves the linear order. 
(Note that in the above formula, each term, say for i(j), could appear twice 
if ni(j)o = ni(J) for both CJ= k.) Now since the limit of w,(v - 1) exists, v 
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determine a limit character xB(p), which depends only upon r (and hence 
B) and p. (Note that again in case u = &I or s2, the character may vanish 
at certain zJw,) as before.) 
A similar argument shows that if p = 0 (resp. p = co) then by factoring 
out &v,f, i(l), a) (resp. T(v,f, i(h), a)) from both numerator and 
denominator of w,(v - 1)2, and then taking limit, we have 
lim(w,(v - 1)2) = exp(2a,(,)ujt - 2yu,) = exp(2e,qicl,) 
(resp. exp(2s,q,,,)) and hence v determines a limit character which is 
exactly xp,,,, (resp. x,&, the character corresponding to the left (resp. right) 
end point of QB. It is easy to see that lim([(i’, i)/[(i”, i)) = cc (resp. 0) if 
i” > i’ and lim(p) =0 (resp. cc), and hence xr,p converges to xp,(,) (resp. 
xp,,J as p goes to 0 (resp. co). 
Now applying Lemma 1.4 with F= (qi( iJ - a,,,}~=, k = 1, and s = In(p), 
we have at least one of lim(w,(v - l)‘), m = 1,2, strictly monotone as a 
function of In(p), and hence all xB(p)(s are different. We define X, to be the 
set of all xB(p). 
Cuse II(3). E>2, n,(,,=co, and rE[W. 
Finally we consider the remaining case when co > r > 0 and ni(,) = co. 
(Note that all the other nj(jj’~ are necessarily less than co since r >O and 
also note that n,(,)+ < cc while n5!,)- = co.) Here let us remark that the 
reason for introducing and using P to state our main result instead of the 
more natural P’ is exactly that the two parts [&i,, p;(21] and [A:., &,,)I 
of the single linear face [&,,, JJ:(~) ] of P’ play different roles in the follow- 
ing discussion and give rise to two disjoint classes of characters. It is an 
easy exercise to see that B := [pic2), ~~(~~1 and B’ := [piClj, piC2)] are lower 
faces of i? because, by the choice of M, P only lifts the lower vertices of is’ 
on the horizontal axis so slightly that every interior p( of p’ remains an 
interior point of P, while leaving the other lower vertices of P’ fixed, thus 
“bends” Cpicl,, pi& into two faces B and B’. Note that ai(21-qa,(l)=A+ 
and r=r + = nZy23A ; ‘, so by the general assumption v -+ (r, p, CO), we have 
o(r, 2vui, 2vu, aiC2) - ai = UI exists in R a u {cc }. We compute the limit 
character in terms of p and o in the next two subcases. 
Subcase 1. ooap>O. 
If co 2 p > 0, then w = co (cf. the remark before Lemma 1.2), then by 
Proposition 1.2, 
lim[7(v,f, i(j), a)/T(v,f, i(l), -)] = co. 
So the term corresponding to i( 1) in the formula for w,(v - l)* can be 
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ignored in taking limits. More precisely, we can replace i( 1) by i(2) in the 
above limiting process used in Case H(2) and get 
lWw,(v - 112) = 1 i exp((2E,qjc,,)i(i(j), 41)) i=2 1 
x 1 ,i2 i(W 41 )I] -’ = f=PG%d) 
for some q in Q,= (qic2), qichJ when p < 00. Again we denote the uniquely 
determined limit character by xB(p) and we define X, to be the set of all 
such xB(p)‘s which are all different by Lemma 1.4. When p = co, the limit 
character is again x~,(,,). Note that if h= 2, i.e., qrc2)= qichJ, then clearly 
XB(P 1 = Xp,{n, for all p > 0. 
Subcase 2. p =O. 
If p = 0, then by Proposition 1.2, we have 
lim 7(v + j.i, ,J i(j’), a’)/?(~, A i(2), 0) = 0 
for all j’> 2 and 
where ~~~~~~ = nic2 
f 
for any fixed p in Z2. Dividing both the numerator and 
denominator by (v, A i(2), 0) and then taking limit, we get 
lim(w,(v - 1)2) = 
1 
C exp(2a,(,,ui - 2yum)tj I[ 1 c tj -’ j= 1.2 ,= I.2 
= exp(kq) 
for some q in QS = (qiclj, qlc2,), where 
(1 = ki,:p ~ (WJ ~ “‘ll,‘() f/W r(2) 
and t2= 1, since 
lim T(v + p, A i(2), a’)/T(v, f, i(2), 0) = exp(2ajc2,&) 
if ni(2)a = n;(2) = ni(2)a’. We define ~~‘(0) to be the limit characters deter- 
mined in this way for o E R, and we define XBS to be the set of all such 
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~~(0). Note that in the above expression, when o = 0 (resp. co), we get 
lim w,(v - l)* = exp(2e,qiC1,) (resp. exp(2c,qiC2J). So when o = 0 or cc we 
get the characters determined by qiclj or qic2), respectively. Again, applying 
Lemma 1.4 with F= {~~~~~-a,~~~}~=~,~, k= 1, and s=ln(w), we can see 
that all ~~(0) are different. 
In the rest of this section, we draw conclusions from the above discussion 
to verify our earlier claim. 
It is easy to see that each lower face B of P is included in one of the 
above cases and hence there is a corresponding subspace X, of characters. 
Note that all these X,‘s are disjoint because xB(p)(w,) = exp(c,q’“‘) for 
some q’“’ in QB and the blocks (pr,(Q,)) x (pr,(Q,)) are disjoint, where 
pri is the ith component projection. (Note that the choice of q depends on 
m in the previous discussion although we did not use a supscript to dis- 
tinguish them as we are doing now.) The claim about the topology on X, 
and X2 can be easily verified from the above discussion and the definition 
of a, c. 
On the other hand, by Proposition 1 .l, given any sequence x(v - 1) 
converging to a character x in X\X,, we may assume that (2vu’, 2vu) + 
(Y, p, o) for some r, p, w in R u { f co } by passing to a subsequence, if
necessary. So by the above discussion, x is of the form xB(p) (or ~~(0)) 
and hence is in X1 u X2. From the property possessed only by the 
characters x=x(v) in X0, namely that there is a fixed v in Z’, such that 
X(~,(Wm)) =0 ifandonlyif v-~$Z2, 
for all p in Z*, we immediately get that X0 (and hence X0 u X,) is open in 
X and X,, is disjoint from X, u X,. Thus we actually get a disjoint decom- 
position of X into Xi’s, i = 0, 1,2. (For the convenience of uniform notion, 
we may use ~(r, p, o) to denote xp or xB(p) or ~~(0) determined by a 
sequence v -+ (r, p, CD), with the understanding that p and/or w may be 
redundant parameters.) 
Since rJx(v - l))(w,) = w,(v -p - I), using Lemma 1.3 and the pre- 
vious computations of lim(w,(v - l)‘), we can easily identify the Z*-action 
on the limit characters xB, x&), and xB(w). When dim(B)=0 or 
BE (E, N}, it is easy to see that what we claim about the Z2-action on X, 
is true. 
When dim(B) = 1 and 84 {E, N} then Xs is parametrized by either 
t= In(p) or In(w). The Z*-action on X, is defined by T,(xB(ef)) = 
de ‘-2~U1). Note that FLU’ =pL2u1 -pied and cc(P)= -uI/u2. By Proposi- 
tions 1.3 and 1.3’, (i)if slope(B)#O then X,= {Xe(e’)ItER}, and 
(ii) if slope(B) =0 (note that in this case the parameter t is In(p)) 
then (iia)X,={x,(e’)ltER} when CC(F)$UD and (iib)X,={Xe(e’)ltE 
2iqp* + q2)- “* -2H2u’} when g(P) = -q/p with p, q relatively prime  
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integers. As noted in the discussion right after Proposition 1.3, by a change 
of variable for both t and p, we obtain that which we claim about the 
Z2-action on X, in this case. 
In order to prove that ,f(v) = M.,(V)’ + Use’ with v in Z: is uniformly 
bounded below away from 0, we may first extend this function con- 
tinuously to the whole space X by setting ,f(x) = x(w,)* + x(w,)’ for x in 
X\X,, which is equal to exp(2t:,q)+exp(2e2q) for a q in block(Q,)= 
pr,(Q,) x pr2(QB) for some QB E a(? by the above discussion. It is easy to 
see that there is c <O such that (-co, c)~ n block(Q,) = @ and hence 
f 1 X\ X0 is bounded below from 0. Now f(v)‘s, v E Zi, are always positive 
and any sequence v not contained in any compact subset of X0 has a 
subsequence v’ converging to some x in X\X, such that lim f(v’) =,f(x). So 
we get f(v)% uniformly bounded away from 0. 
Now we have proved our claim which precedes Theorem 2.1. 
SECTION 3 
Let n, d 2 be the number of u in {E,, s2} such that the distance 
y = dist(X, [wul) between X and the axis Rui is attained by a point in 
Xn R*, in other words, F, does not simply contain a point at infinity. 
THEOREM 3.1. The Toeplitz C*-algebra 5(D) associated to a bounded 
complete Reinhardt domain D in @’ with piecewise real analytic boundary 
curve dC has the composition sequence 
such that 
,a,/$ gcc(a, D) 
and 
where k, = C,(F~ a m(P), k2 = ILL Q (n(F) -m(P)) with F one-dimen- 
sional faces of ac. 
Proof If n, =2, then w,‘s are bounded away from 0 (from below) 
since I = exp(s,q) for a q in some Q,c 8Z’ for any x in X, and 
lim n4 +,(X,(n)(w,))=exp(&,q) (rev. lim,+ --,(X,(n)(w,))=exp(ae,q)) 
for some q (the real end point of E or N) in R:. Hence W,,,‘s are 
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invertible and C*( U, W) = Y(D) since ( U,,, IV,)* ( U, IV,) = Wf,,. SO 
by Theorem 2.1, we obtain the statement, noting that in this case a,C is 
bounded away from the negative infinities and hence T* x 8,C is homeo- 
morphic to a,D. 
So it remains to deal with the case when X (or equivalently de) takes 
either of the lines L,, L,= U&l -yu determined by u=.si and E*, respec- 
tively, as a disjoint asymptote. For the simplicity of presentation, we 
assume that K’ takes L, as a disjoint asymptote but not L,. The other 
cases can be handled similarly. 
Now we have n 3. = 1. Let us denote 2* by Z, @ 7, to distinguish the 
different components. We denote, by q (a point at infinity), the only point 
(and also the character determined by it) in FE, and denote X, u X, by R,. 
We consider the quotient groupoid 6’ := O”/x, of the open subgroupoid 
8” := (6 1 X\X,) u (X,x Z,) of 8 (note that Z, acts trivially on x, while 
Z, (partially) acts transitively on X,), where by modding out 1, we mean 
identifying (x, n) with (q, n) for all x in 8, and all n. Note that XE can be 
identified with N = N u { + co } and is compact. 
The quotient map rc: 6” + 8’ and the inclusion map z: 6” + 6 induce 
monomorphisms 17: C*(S’) ---f C*(S”) and I: C*(S”) + C*(Q), respec- 
tively. (The injectivity of 17 and Z comes from the faithfulness of the 
representation induced off the unit space by the counting measure on X0 
[M-Re] which is defined on all three C*-algebras consistently.) We iden- 
tify W,,, with the function UJ, on 6 and U, with the function 6,, where w, 
is the weight function on X0 extended by continuity to X= Xx (0) G 8 
and then extended by 0 to O\X (so w,((x, 0)) = x(w~) for x in X) and 
6,(x, cl) is defined to be 1 if E, = p and to be 0 if otherwise. Clearly both 
~~6,‘s are in the image of ZoZi’ since w,(XE) = exp(2s,(O, -cc)) = 1 while 
w2(XE) = exp(2e,(O, - co)) = 0. Since IO 17 is injective, we consider w,6, as 
elements in C*((si’) as well. 
We claim that IO ZZ(C*(G’)) is the C*-algebra A generated by 6, w,, 
m = 1,2, and hence C*(S’) E Y(D). Then by the general property of 
groupoid C*-algebras that we used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 with 
X0 = X0, X’, = X,\X,, and Xi = X2, we get the composition sequence of 
Y(D) as described in the statement. (It is not hard to show that 
c*(t5Ix;)~c(a,D).) 
We prove the claim as follows. From now on, by a function, we mean 
a function on 6 with support in Xx (0). For 5 in C*(6), we denote (t*)k 
by 4 -k for k E N. (Since we do not add up the powers of monomials, this 
convention does not lead to error.) The algebra IO ZZ(C*(G’)) is generated, 
as a normed linear space, by $8: Si,, i, Jo Z, with $ a continuous function 
on X which is constant on 8, ifj = 0 and vanishes on X, ifj # 0. Note that 
w:= (6, w,)* (6,w,) is invertible and hence all the powers (e.g., wi and 
WC’) of w: are generated by 6, w,, so wi and 6, are in A. Since 
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4 := $ - $(q) w, vanishes on yk for any t/j constant on ,i?, and $6; - &P, = 
11/(q) w,61 is in A, we only need to show that @fS< EA, F, GE Z, for $ 
vanishing on R,, or equivalently for 4 with compact support in X\X, by 
approximation. 
Since w,,‘s are strictly positive on X\X,, for any given compact set K in 
X\R, there is a function g,,, in A such that gm,K~m has values in [0, l] 
and is constant 1 on K by doing functional calculus on wi EA. When 
m = 2, we may even assume that g 2,Kw2 itself has compact support K’ in 
X\X, also. Given a function 4 with compact support K in X\X,, we can 
find a (finite) linear combination of products (8; 8;) w,(6’, S/;)* (usually not 
in A) to approximate 4 by the definition of X [Cu-M]. Multiplying this 
linear combination by g 2,KwZ from the left and by SfSi from the right, we 
still get an (even better) approximation to #S:, which is a linear 
combination of 
g, KWZ(S; &)w m (6’ s’)*P6’ 1 2 1 2’ 
Now exchanging a function g with 6, or 6;’ = 8% simply shifts (and 
possibly annihilates part of) the support of g (note that X\X, is an open 
invariant subset of X), so it is not hard to see that we can find a 
(sufficiently large) compact subset R containing K’ of X\B, such that 
(61 WI .&,RY (6 2w2 g2.d = bww: 
with $i,j,m and $K,T still constant 1 on K’ for all i, j appearing in the 
(finite) linear combination, and hence I++~,~,, g,,,w, =g,,,w, =g,,,w,$,,,. 
Now it is clear that replacing (s;&)w,(#,6{)* by the functions 
and S:S< by (6, w, gi,w)’ (h2w2g2,K)!E A in the linear combination 
cg 2,K~2(8; S’,) w,(6; Sg)*SfSc will not change the linear combination but 
will clearly give us an element in A. So we proved that #SfS< can be 
approximated by elements of A. Q.E.D. 
When the number of one-dimensional lower faces B (including E and N) 
of P corresponding to a face F of c is greater than one, we say that D 
has a cavity on its boundary. (Note that the number of one-dimensional 
lower faces of P is 0 only when P is just a point in R*). If for each p, the 
corresponding P contains no non-horizontal lower face, then we call D 
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prepseudoconvex. Note that if D has a cavity on its boundary, then D is 
not prepseudoconvex. Finally, we say that 8D has finitely many straight 
turns, if the logarithmic domain c of its pseudoconvex hull a has only 
finitely many one-dimensional faces. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given any bounded complete Reinhardt domain D in C2 
with the piecewise real analytic boundary curve X, we have 
(1) If D has a cavity on its boundary and aD has finitely many straight 
turns, then F(D) & S(b). 
(2) If D is prepseudoconvex, then F(D) s F(b). 
(3) F(D) and S(b) are always of the same type. More precisely, they 
are of type I tf and only tf 2; has no one-dimensional face of irrational slope. 
Proof. (1) Since the number of gaps in a, C G aZ’ is the same as the 
total number of one-dimensional ower faces of all Ps corresponding to 
one-dimensional & so if there is a cavity on the boundary, then the (finite) 
number of gaps in a,C c ac is greater than that of a,c and hence &,D and 
a,b are not homeomorphic. But the abelianizations of F(D) and Y(a) 
are exactly C(a,D) and C(a,b) respectively by Theorem 3.1. Thus we get 
T(D) & S(D). 
(2) If D is prepseudoconvex then the groupoids 6 and 6 are exactly 
the same as topological groupoids and hence F(D)rF(fi). 
(3) By Theorem 3.1, Y(D) is of type I if and only if cr(P) is rational 
for all one-dimensional i? On the other hand, the pseudoconvex hull of b 
is itself and so b has exactly the same Fs as D has. The statement hen 
follows obviously. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. Note that by Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, F(D) is strictly 
smaller than C*(B) when no0 < 2, and recall that in [Cu-M], the question 
of finding the “right” groupoid associated with the domain Sz,, := 
{zEC~: Iz,lp+ Iz,ly< l}, whose n, is 0 in our notation, i.e., the question 
of finding a groupoid 6,, such that C*(B,,)rY(r;2,,), was raised. The 
groupoid 0’ (a quotient of an open subgroupoid of 6) constructed in our 
proof of Theorem 3.1 is exactly the “right” groupoid looked for in general. 
Remark 3.2. It is interesting to note that when the slope of p is in Q <, 
X, is parametrized by R if slope(B) # 0 and by Z if slope(B) = 0, where B 
is a lower linear face of p, and hence the corresponding reduced groupoid 
C*-algebras are the stabilizations of C(ll*) and C(U) respectively. This is 
one of the new phenomena not seen in the pseudoconvex case [Sa-Sh-IJ]. 
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SECTION 4 
The complete Reinhardt domains considered in Section 2 (and Section 3) 
are too restrictive (in particular, they do not allow holes in the corre- 
sponding logarithmic domains C). In this section, we should generalize the 
main results of Sections 2 and 3 to much more general Reinhardt domains 
whose logarithmic domains may contain holes inside or even touching the 
boundary K and the boundary curve 8C may not even be piecewise 
smooth. 
Let DE @* be a Reinhardt domain containing the origin. We now state 
the boundary condition assumed to be satisfied by these more general 
Reinhardt domains. The conditions are: for each fixed face P of 2: deter- 
mined by a fixed unit vector u in rW: with 4 as defined in Section 2, 
(I) F has only finitely many path connected components; in other 
words, F is a finite union of closed intervals (including singletons). Let 
F+ yu = lJj J,, where Jys are disjoint intervals. When u = (LO) (resp. (0. 1 )), 
Jj may be a closed infinite interval or a singleton containing a point at 
infinity. Let { u~}~= ,,,,,, k be the set of real end points of J,‘s with 
-cc00aa,-ca2c ... <ak<cx2. 
(II) For each P fixed, we have that for E > 0 sufficiently small, the 
set {x~Cn((tu’+[Wu)ldist(x, [wu’)-y<s} i< the open line segment 
(d - (d(t) + Y)U, d - ($(t) + y)u) for a unique IC/(t) < E for all t in 
K, := 4-‘( [0, E]). Furthermore, K, = lJj Jj, where J;s are disjoint intervals 
containing Jis and each 7, must contain exactly one corresponding J,. 
(Here jj does not mean the closure of J,.) 
(III) For each aj, if [ai, a,,, ] is contained in some .Zj, then we 
define I;+ := [ai, a] and Zci+ ,)- := [a, a r+ r], where a is a point strictly 
between ai and ai+ 1, and if [a;, ai+,] (resp. [a,- ,, ai]) is not contained 
in any Tj, then we define Ii+ :=Jjn(a,, +co) (resp. Ii. :=l,n(-~,a,)), 
where J, is the unique one containing a,. We shall denote Ii+ by (a,, a,,) 
and Zip by (a,-, a,). Then L*(t) :=#(a;& t) and g,*(t) := $(aik t) are 
well-behaved functions on the intervals + (I;+ - ai) = (0, jai - aj, ) ) with 
the degree of contact of fik strictly higher than that of g,, (Note that - 
some I,+ may be empty.) So 
A.* (t) = ei+ l”” + O( P” + ’ ) 
and 
g;*(r) = kYj+ C”” + O(t”- + ‘) - 
for some positive B’s, K’S, n’s, and m’s, (It is understood that if some n’s or 
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m’s are co, the corresponding right-hand sides of the above equalities 
are 0.) For each ai, we define ni= max{ni, } and call it the degree of 
contact of aC with aZ’ at ai. 
In case u=(l,O), we assume that either (1) (-co,a,] is one of the J;s 
and we define I,- =(-co, ai], (2) one of the Jis is {-co} with 
.Jj = [ - co, a] for some a < 0 and we define a, = a and I,- = (- co, a,], or 
(3) F does not contain a point at infinity. In case (l), we assume g,- is of 
order of decay <n for some n in N and set n, ~ = cc since clearly fi _ = 0, 
and in case (2) we assume that bothf,- and g,- are of order of decay <n 
for some n in IV (n,- is not needed in this case). The case of u = (0, 1) is 
treated similarly. 
Remark 4.1. As noted in the first section, we may also consider domains 
with the degrees of contact of dC being either integral or the inverses of 
integers as well and the results derived in the rest of this paper still hold. 
Remark 4.2. Property (III) about the degree of contact is not needed if 
F has only one component and $ E E, e.g., when D is complete and 
pseudoconvex [Sa-Sh-U]. 
Remark 4.3. The condition on D that requires D to contain the origin 
is only used to insure that z”, v E ZZ,, form a complete orthogonal basis of 
H2(D), so if we define Zf2(D) as the closed span of z”, VE Z:, in L2(D) 
then all the results obtained in this paper are valid even if D does not 
contain 0. 
These conditions are satisfied by complete Reinhardt domains with 
piecewise real analytic boundary curve i3C (at least when we include inverse 
integral degrees of contact in the discussion) and by Reinhardt domains 
with polygonal (i.e., piecewise linear) or even real analytic boundary curve 
X such that the interior holes in C are away from the boundary aC. 
We want to show that the claim in Section 2 and the conclusions of 
Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 3.2 are valid for bounded Reinhardt domains D in 
@’ satisfying the conditions (I)(III) above. Let us note that the proofs for 
Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 3.2 need not be modified at all since they are based 
on (the proof of) the claim in Section 2, while the proof of the claim can 
be generalized in the following way. 
Note that for the general Reinhardt domains satisfying (I)-(III), we have 
Z(K,, v) = (2~24~’ [i?(K,, 2vuL, 2~4 4) 
- l(K,, 2vui, 2vu, $)I + E(E, v), 
where I and E are as used in Section 2. So instead of considering the limits 
of ratios between Laplace transforms, we need to deal with limits of ratios 
between the “differences” of Laplace transforms. It can be checked that 
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using the general results (e.g., Corollary A.2 and Lema A.4) in the 
Appendix (instead of the specialized Propositions 1.2 and 1.2’) we can 
repeat the proof of the claim in Section 2 without essential changes and still 
get the same conclusion. We only point out some modifications occurring 
in this procedure, which are of some interest, while leaving the details 
to the interested reader. (The full detail can actually be foun in the 
original version of this paper which appeared in the MSRI-preprint series, 
November 1988.) In general, we have 
I(Dom(d), v) z (2vu) ’ [,?(K,, 2vu’, 2vu, 4) - z(K,, 2vu’, 2vu, 11/)] 
= (2nd) -’ 1 [7(v, j; i, a) - 7(v, g, i, o)], 
I, ” 
where I(v, f, i, O) := &0(1~~ - a,), ai, 2vu’, 2vu, fjf,,) with C-J E { f }. In case 
II (of Section 2), we have 
where 
ql := 1 - lim 7(v, g, i, a)/$~, f, i, (T) > 0 
is either 1 - (r~~//3~))“~~~ if n, < a3 or 1 if otherwise, due to Corollary A.2 
and Lemma A.4. So in Case 11(2) (of Section 2), the value at w, of the limit 
character is changed to 
Mw& - l)*) = 
[ 
1 exp((2&,qi(i,)i(i(j), i(1 )))rli(j) 1 
x c uw 41 )hi(,) ~ ’ [ 1 
with the extra factors vi(,) inserted. Similarly, in Subcase 1 of Case 11(3), we 
have 
lim(wm(v-1)2)= i exp((2&,q,c,,)i(j(j), 41))hit ) L i=2 1 
x t i(W 41 )))li(,j ’ 
L r=2 1 
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and in Subcase 2, 
lWw,(v- lIzI= 1 
[ 
exP(2E,qi(j))tj’Ii(j) 
j=l,2 
][ j$, 2 ~j~Wd’. 
Now we conclude this paper with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. The conclusions in Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 3.2 hold for any 
bounded Reinhardt domain D (containing the origin) in C2 satisfying the 
conditions (I)-(III) listed above. 
Remark 4.4. By [Sal, the type of F(D) is an invariant of the up-to- 
boundary biholomorphism classes of complex domains; more precisely if 
there is a biholomorphic map from D onto D’ which can be extended to 
a homeomorphism from D to D’, then Y(D) and S(D’) are of the same 
type. Our result can help to prove that certain Reinhardt domains D and 
D’ are not biholomorphic “up to bounary.” 
Remark 4.5. The groupoid C*-algebra approach combined with the 
geometric omputation is very effective in studying the structure of Toeplitz 
C*-algebras for Reinhardt domains (and also in studying WienerHopf 
C*-algebras [M-Re, Nl, N2, Sh3]). In fact, this method can also be used 
to study the Toeplitz C*-algebra defined on the Hardy spaces instead of 
the Bergman spaces as we did in this paper. In [Sh2], it is used to show 
that the Toeplitz C*-algebras defined on the Hardy space and on the 
Bergman space are isomorphic for the Reinhardt domains considered in 
this paper with the natural additional assumption on the smoothness of 
aC and the finiteness of the volume of aD, which partially confirms a 
conjecture in [Ra] (even for non-pseudoconvex domains). 
Remark 4.6. The degree of contact can be suitably defined to include 
all positive real numbers such that the result of this paper still holds if we 
allow f,, and g, to have positive real degree of contact in condition (III) 
above. In fact, we may define that a non-negative functionfon [0, s), s > 0, 
has degree of contact c( > 0 at t = 0 iff(t) = Kta + 0( tB) for some fl> LY and 
K > 0. 
APPENDIX 
The results of this section are used to support Propositions 1.2 and 1.2’ 
in Section 1 as special cases and used to prove the main results for general 
domains in Section 4. 
580.,92&20 
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It should be noted that what we obtain in this section concerning 
integral n can be adapted to the inverses n ’ of integers as well and hence 
the notion of integral degree of contact developed in Section 1 and used in 
this paper can be generalized to inverse integral cases with all the results 
held true. But for the simplicity of presentation, we work on integral cases 
explicitly and only indicate how a modification can be made from time to 
time in the remarks. 
Let L(s, h, c, n) = j; exp(bt ~ cP) dt for any s, c > 0, h E R and n E Z, , 
whereb<cifn=l andb<Oifn=Oands=co. WedelineL(s,b,c,co)= 
s;; exp(bt) dt, where b < 0 ifs = co. So L( co, b, c, n) is the Laplace transform 
of exp( - cP) at -b. We define I., = j: exp( - t”) dt for x > 0. 
LEMMA A.l. Let (b, c) be a sequence of elements in the domain of 
L(m, ., .? n), n E N. If the sequence bc ~ ‘In converges to P, then we have 
L(co,b,c,n)~c~““~,,,, where%,,,:=L(co,/,l,n)=[Rexp(ft-t’)dt. 
Proof. The case of n = 1 is obvious, so we assume that n > 1. Clearly, 
L( co, 6, c, n) is continuous in the variable b for any fixed c > 0 and n > 1 
since exp( -ct”) decreases more rapidly than exp(bt) increases (or 
decreases) as t goes to the infinity, and so 
lim L(co,b,cn)=L(co,a,c,n)>O 
h-o 
for any a. Since L(co, b, c, n)=c~“‘“‘L(co, bc-(I’“), 1, n), we have 
lim L(cD, b, c, n)c”“= L(c0, e, 1, n)=/I,, 
since the sequence bc (‘ln) converges to / by assumption. Q.E.D. 
Remark A.l. If lim(c)= $00, then L(s,b,c,n-‘):=j;exp(+bt-ct”“)dt 
FZ~,,,,C~” for n32 and co >s>O. 
LEMMA A.2. For 6, c > 0, K > 1 and co > n 2 2, we have 
(1) Us, kb, c, n) - L(s, fb, Ice, n) > c(n+ l)-’ (K- l)r”+’ 
exp( - (Kn ml + l)tb), 
(2) l,“exp(*bt-ct”)dt<oexp((l -n-‘)bz), 
(3) 1: exp( f bt - ct’*) dt < exp( -P/2) + (2/c) exp( -c/2) for any 
s>z, where z := (b/nc)l/(npl’ and cr :=max((2b/c)‘l(“+‘), cE-(‘In)} >r for 
any fixed 0 < E < l/n. 
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Proof (1) By the mean value theorem and the monotonicity of the 
exponential function exp, we can easily see that 
L(s, + b, c, n) - L(s, + b, KC, n) 
> ‘exp(fbl-ct”)[exp(O)-exp(-(K- l)ct”)] dt 5 0 
s T > exp( +bt -ct”)(lc-- 1)ct” exp( -(K- l)cP) dt 0 
r 
2 s exp( - bt - Kct”)( K - 1 )ct” dt 0 
>exp(-bz-Iccr”)(lc- l)c(n+ l)-‘r”+’ 
if s > z. 
(2) Clearly, since exp(bt - ct”) has its maximum at t = r, we have 
s 
u exp( f bt - ct”) dt < o exp(bz - cr”) = CJ exp[(n - l)(b/n)z]. 
0 
Note that since 0 2 (2b/c)‘“” - ‘), bt - ct” < - ct”/2 for all t > (T. If 0 < 1, 
then 
[‘exp(kbt-ct”)dt<j’ exp( - ctn/2) dt < exp( - ca”/2) d exp( -P/2) 
0 0 
since G 3 cE-(““). Finally with M = max{ 0, 1 }, 
s 
cc 
exp(*bt-ct”)dt< s O” exp( - ct*/2) dt M M 
< 
i ic exp( -ct/2) dt < (2/c)exp( -c/2). M 
Thus we get the second statement in the lemma. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY A.l. Given sequences b and c with c and Ic/bl diverging to 
+~~,the(l)forany~,~>Oandn,minZ~ witheithern>mor“n=m>l 
and 6’~ K,” there is a sequence CT converging to 0 such that 
L(o, b, Be, n) - L(a, 6, KC, m) c L(s, b, Bc, n) - L(s, b, KC, m) 
for any fixed s in R u { + co } and hence for any s, s’ > 0, 
L(s’, 6, 8c, n) - L(s’, b, KC, m) z L(s, b, &, n) - L(s, 6, KC, m), 
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(2) for all n, 0, s, s’ > 0, and K > 1, 
lim L(s’, b, Be, O)/[L(s, b, c, n) - L(s, b, KC, n)] = 0. 
ProoJ: (1) The first statement can be proved directly using the 
estimate found in Lemma A.2, and then the second statement follows. On 
the other hand since the first statement is not used and can be derived by 
a routine limit argument from the second statement, which is a special case 
of Lemma A.6, we omit the proof. 
(2) By Lemma 1.2(l), we have 
L(s’, b, fIc, O)/[L(s, 6, c, n) - L(s, b, KC, n)] 
<b- l(ebs’ - l)e-“‘(n + l)(~- 1))’ (CT’+‘)-’ exp((lcn-’ + 1)zb) 
=n(n+ l)(K- 1))’ (bT)-2 (ebs’- l)exp((lcn-‘+ l)rb-Bc) 
which converges to 0 since lim(b/c) =O, lim(c)= + co, and lim(z)= 0 
while bT is just a product of powers of b and c. (Note that we assumed 
implicitly that 161 % 0 in the above discussion. In case lim(b) = 0, we have 
lim(bc-‘I”)=0 and hence may use Lemma 1.1 to get [L(s, 6, c, n)- 
L(s, b, KC, n)] z (1 - K~“~)c-“~. So 
Lb’, b, Bc, 0)ICU.c b, c, n) - Lb, b, KG n)l 
z L(s’, b, &, O)/( i - K-l” c 
<bp’(eb”‘- l)epc(l- M) 
I” 
K l/n ip 1 p 
which converges to 0.) Q.E.D. 
Remark A.2. According to Remark A.l, we also have L(s, b, c, n -‘) z 
L(s’, b, c, n - ’ ) for any positive s, s’. 
We need some information, with s E [w, u { + cc } fixed, about the 
quantity J(s, a, b, c, n, + ) := eabL(s, kb, c, n) for a, b E aB, c > 0, and 
nEZ,u{oo}. 
Note that in the following, the upper bounds s, s’ could be 00 whenever 
they make the expressions involved meaningful. 
PROPOSITION A.l. Let b, b’, c, and c’ be sequences of real numbers such 
that sequences c, c’, jc/bl and Ic’/b’l diverge to + 00, and let ol, o2 E { + 1 }, 
d, d’ E Iw. Then 
(1) Zf lim(eab lblD c’) = 00 for any Jxed real c(, 8, and y with c( > 0 
(resp. a < 0), then for any fixed a’ > a (resp. a > a’) such that a’ > a + C>S 
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(resp. a’ < a + 02s) and any fixed n, n’, m’N u { 00 } with m’ < n’ or “m’ = n’ 
and u > 0,” 
lim[J(s’, a’, b, Oc, n’, a,) - J(s’, a’, b, KC, m’, a,)]/ 
J(s, a, 6, c, n, oz) = 00 (respectively 0), 
(2) Given n, n’E N, zj”lim(bcP1’“)=e and lim(bcP1’“‘)=e’ exist in R, 
then 
[J(s’, a’, b’, c’, n’, al)lJ(s, a, b, c, n, adI 
z [(~n~,~,(,/~n,02e)en’b’-ab~‘~(1’n’)~(1’n)], 
C-W, a’, b’, c’, n’, 0 1 MS, a, 6, c, 00, adI 
* [(~n,,o,e,)eu’b’~abc’-l’n’ (exp(o&)- 1)F’ (g2b)1, 
CW, a’, b’, c’, ~0, ~l)/J(~, a, b, c, ~,odl 
z Ce u’b’-ub(exp(als’b’) - l)(exp(cr,sb) - 1))’ (o,b’)-’ (o,b)], 
and 
C-W, a’, b’, c’, 0, ~lMJ(s, a, 4 c, n, a211 
= C(L,,)- lea’b’PabP”c(l’“)(exp(~,s’b’)- l)(a,b’)-‘1. 
Hence 
(i) lim[J(s’, a, 6, c, n’, a,)/J(s, a, b, c,n, az)] =0 if 00 >n>n’. 
(ii) lim[J(s’, a’, 6, c, n, al)/J(s, a, b, c, n, a?)] = e(a’--a)hm(b) when- 
ever lim(b) exists, for any n in N. 
Proof (1) Since L(s, f b, c, co) 3 L(s, f 6, 8c, n’) for any n’ < 00 and 
8 > 0, we may assume that n’ < co and n = co. If m’ <n’, by Corollary A.1 
and Lemma A.2, we may take s to be so small that Kct”” < kt”’ for t E (0, s) 
for some I? > 8, and hence may assume, without loss of generality, that 
m’=n’ and u>tT 
Note that the assumption implies that lim(b) = + co. By Lemma A.2, 
e’“‘-“)b[L(s’, o, b, tk, n’) - L(s’, oI 6, KC, n’)]/L(s, a2b, C, co) 
>e(“‘P”)b&(n’+l)P1 (~~~l-l)P+lexp(-(~d-ln-l+l)~‘b) 
x (a,b)(exp(a,bs)- l)-’ 
which is greater than 
e(“‘-“)b&(n’+ 1)-l (ue-l- l)t!“+l eXp(-(Ke-lHpl + l)z’b)s-1 
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for h sufficiently large when o2 = - 1, and is greater than 
e’“‘-“‘qjc(n’ + 1)-l (& I_ l)p+ 1 
xexp(-(~&~n~‘+l)z’b)exp(bs))’ 
=e (a’ a-s)“&(n’+ 1))’ (KC-l)r’“+‘exp(-(~C~n.-r+l)z’b) 
for b sufficiently large when a2 = + 1, where z’ = (b/n’&)“‘“‘-“. Now it is 
not hard to see that the last term in the above inequality diverges to cc 
since z’ is a product of powers of b and c with (~0 ~ ‘n ~ ’ + 1) z’ converging 
to 0 and a’ - a - a2s > 0 by assumption. 
The other case can be treated similarly. 
(2) The statements in (2) follow from Lemma A.2 and straight 
computation. Note that in (i), since L(s, b, c, m) < L(s, b, c, co) for any m 
in N, so without loss of generality, we may assume that n < 00. Q.E.D. 
Remark A.3. Due to Remark A.2, the above proposition and the 
following corollary are still true when m, m’, n, n’ take values in 
Nu{kplIkEN}u{a) instead ofjust in Nu{co}. 
COROLLARY A.2. (1) Zf slope(b, c) = + cc (resp. - 00) then for any 
fixed a’> a (resp. a’< a) and any fixed n, n’, rn’E N u { cx}, m’< n’ or 
“m’ = n’ and K > 0,” 
lim[J(s’, a’, b, Bc, n’, ar)-J(s’, a’, 6, KC, m’, a,)]/ 
. J(s,a,b,c,n,a,)=cc (respectively 0) 
if a’ > a + a2s (resp. a’ < a + a2s). 
(2) Zf r = slope(b, c) E iw, then 
0) CJb, a, b, c, n, aI) - 4.c a, 6, c, n’, aI)1 = J(s, a, b, c, n, a,) if 
cc 3 n > n’. 
(ii) lim[J(s, a, b, 8c, n, a,)/J(s, a, b, c, n, a,)] = 8- ‘In for any fixed 
0 > 0 and hence 
CJ(s, a, 6, tic, n, al) - 4-c a, b, KC, n, aI)1 
z (1 - (8/lc)1’“)J(s, U, b, C, en, a,) 
ifzc, f3>0 and nEN. 
(iii) For a’, a E [w, and n, n’ E N with ? = [(l/n’) - (l/n)]/(a’ - a), if 
~(7, b, c) exists in [w, u { 00 }, then 
lim[J(s’, a’, b, c, n’, a,)/J(s, a, b, c, n, a*)] 
=p(T, b, c)“-“&J~,’ 
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(iv) For any a, a’ E R, if r = 0 and fl= lim(b) exists in R, then 
limCJ(s’, a’, b, c, ~0, ~,)/J(s, a, b, c, 00, adI 
=o,c2e (a’--a)8(exp(01s’~)- l)(exp(o,sj3) - 1))’ 
(when fi = 0, the expression on the right-hand side is meant to be 
(s’/s) exp((a’ - a)b)), and hence for any n in N, 
lim[J(s’, a’, 6, c, 00, o,)/J(s, a, b, c, n, az)] = co. 
(v) Iflim(b) = + 00 (resp. -a), e.g., when r >0 (resp. r < 0), then 
lim[J(s’, a’, b, c, co, a,) -J(s), a’, b, c, m, a,)]/J(s, a, b, c, n, az) = co 
jar any nENu(oo) and mEN(, if a’>max{u,a+a,s} (resp. a’< 
min{a, a+o,s}). 
(vi) Assume that r > 0 (resp. r < 0), n E N, and a’ > c? (resp. a’ < ii), 
where d=max{a,a+a,s} (resp. fi=min{a,a+a,s}). Zf .‘+‘(a’-cT)-’ 
> r, then 
lim[J(s’, a’, b, c, n’, ol)/J(s, a, 6, c, co, 02)] =0 (resp. co ). 
Zfn’+‘(u’-C)~l <I, then 
lim[J(s’, a’, 6, c, n’, cr,)/.Z(s, a, b, c, co, az)] = 00 (resp. 0). 
Zfn’-‘(a’-ii:)-‘=r, then 
lim[J(s’, a’, b, c, n’, o,)/J(s, a, b, c, 00, 02)] =I,,o(r, b, c, u’-Li.)a’pCi 
whenever the latter exists in [w S u { co }. 
Proof: (1) By Lemma 1.2 and Proposition A.1 (1). 
(2) By Lemma 1.2, lim(bc~““) = 0 for all m in N. So we may apply 
Proposition A. l(2) with e = e ’ = 0 and get (i))(iv) easily. 
(v) Assuming that lim(b) = + co, we only need to prove 
lim J(s’, a’, b, c, 00, cr,)/.Z(s, a, b, c, co, CJ~) = 00 
since [J(s’, a’, b, c, 00, aI) - .Z(s’, a’, 6, c, m, o,)] z J(s’, a’, b, c, 00, aI) by 
(i) and J(s, a, b, c, co, CJ~) >J(s, a, 6, c, n, a*). By Proposition 1.1(2), for b 
sufficiently large, 
CW, a’, b, c, ~0, a,)lJ(s, a, b, c, ~0, az)l 
z [e(U’p”u’(exp(o,s’b)- l)(exp(a,sb)- 1))‘a,02] 
> [(1/2)e’“‘pa)b (exp(a,sb) - 1). ‘cT~] 
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which is greater than (1/2)e’“‘p”‘b if g2 = - 1, and is greater than 
(1/2)e’“‘~“)‘exp(a,sb)-’ = (l/2) exp((a’ --a - g2 s)b). Now it is clear to 
see that the assumption a’ > a + UPS implies the divergence. Similarly, the 
other case can be treated. 
(vi) Assume that r > 0. By Proposition A.1 (2), for h sufficiently 
large (note that lim(b) = + co), 
CJb’, a’, 6 c, n’, 01 )lJ(s, a, b, c, ~0, adI 
z [&e(~‘-4bC- I/n’ (exp(o,sb) - 11-l (a,b)l 
which is similar to AnTe’“‘P”‘b~P”n’b if o2 = - 1, and similar to 
~,,e(a’-“‘b~-“n’exp(o2sb)~1b=~,.bc~””’exp((u’-u-s)b) 
if a,=+l. Since u=max{u,u+a,s} if oz= -1 and U+G~S= 
max{a,a+o,s} if 02= +l, we have 
CW, a’, b, c, n’, o,)lJ(s, a, b, c, ~0, odl 
z [A,,bc ‘jn’ exp((u’-ii)b)]. 
Now by the definition of slope and the definition of o, we get the 
statements in (vi). Q.E.D. 
Note that by Corollary A.2(2)(iii) if slope(b, c) = r E R, then for all real 
numbers a < a’ and any n, n’ in N, if [(l/n’) - (l/n)]/(u’ - a) > r then 
lim J(u’, b, c, n’, f )/J(u, b, c, n, &- ) = 0, 
and if [(l/n’) - ( l/n)]/(u’ - a) < r then 
iim J(u’, 6, c, n’, f )/.Z(u, b, c, n, f ) = 00. 
LEMMA A.3. Let b and c be two sequences of real numbers with c and 
/c/b] diverging to cc and let f, g be non-negative measurable functions with 
f<g on 6 such that fP’([0, E)) ts non-empty and open and f, g ure con- 
tinuous on KC = f - ‘( [0, E] ) for all sufficiently small E > 0. When b $0 (resp. 
b < 0), we define o = + 1 (resp. o = - 1). Zf there are 6, M> 0 such that 
f(t)>8 ItI for all t with It] >A4 and at>M tfa is defined, then 
limC&G\K, b, c, f) + z(K,, b, c, &)I/ 
CJ%,, b, c, f) - z(K,, b, c, g)l = 0 
for any constant E > 0. In particular, ,?( 6, b, c, f) z t(K,, b, c, f) and 
EC@ b, c, f) - &5 b, c, g) =&K,, b, c, .f) - J%,, b, c, g). 
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Proof: Clearly when (T is defined, if 1 t) > M but at < M, then at < -M. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that A4 > 2&/d. So for t with 
(t( > M and at > A4 (when a is defined), t cannot be in KS6 and hence if 
tEK2E\[-M,M], then at< -M. 
For tEKE,3n [-AI, M], we have bt-cf(t)= [(b/c)t-f(t)]c> -(E/~)c 
for suitably large c since K,,, n C-M, M] is bounded and lim(b/c) = 0 by 
assumption. On the other hand, for t E ([ -M, M]\ K,) n 6, we have 
bt - cf( t) < - (2&/3)c for a similar reason. Furthermore, for 1 tI > A4 with 
at>44 (when a is defined), bt-cf(t)<bt-c6 Itl=c[(b/c)t-S ItI)< 
-c6 I t1/2 for c sufficiently large, while for t in G\K, with I tl > M and 
at 6 M, we have at < -44 and f(t) 3 E. On the other hand, since g-f is 
a strictly positive continuous function on the open non-empty f - ‘( [0, E)) 
(for all small E >O), for A4 sufficiently large there is q > 0 such that the 
measure IK:I ofK:=K,,,n{tIg(t)-f(t)>q}n[-M,M] ispositive,and 
so for c large 
for all t in K. Thus 
zW,,b, c,f)-L(K,, b, c, g)>(1/2)exp(-c&/2) IKI 
while 
l(K,, b, c, E) = e-(” I ebr dt 
& 
< IK,n C-M, M]I exp(lbl M-cs)+e’“J”’ e-lb”dt 
M 
and 
= IK,n C--M, M]( exp(lbl M-c&)+ lbl-’ epCEpIblM, 
L(G\K,, 6, c, f)<2Mexp(-2c&/3) 
s 
m 
s 
m 
+ epc*‘/2 dt + ,-14--C& dt 
M M 
< 2Mexp( -2cs/3) + (2/c+) exp( -cs) + Ib( -I epIblMpCC. 
Now it is easy to see that 
limC~(G\K,, 6, c, f) + z(K,, b, c, s)l/C~(K,, b, c,f) - E(K,, b, c, s)l =O. 
Q.E.D. 
The following lemma allows us to use the above results for monomials 
ret” in discussion of I?( [0, s], b, c, f). 
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LEMMA A.4. Given sequences b and c with c and Ic/bl diverging to CC], 
and well-behaved functions f, g, and h such that ,f has strictly higher degree 
of contact than g, with af = n, (3g = m, Dyf (0) = 0, D”g(0) = K, and f < g on 
(0, s), then we have 
( 1) Zf slope(b, c) = + GO (resp. - co), then 
limC~([IO,s’l,a’,~,c,.f,~,)-~(CO,~’l,a’,b,c,g,a,)l/ 
TCW, ~1, a, b, c, h, cd = 00 
whenever a’ > maxia, a + gzs} (resp. a’ < minia, a + a,.~}). 
(2) Zf slope(b, C)E R, then 
z( CO, $1, 6, c, f I- z( CO, 31, 6, c, g) = Us, b, 0~ n) - W, b, KC, m) 
if n<co, and 
z( [0, s], b, c, f) - E( [0, s], b, c, g) z Us, b, c, n) - Us, b, KC, m) 
ifn= co. 
Proof. (1) Note that we can clearly take s’ as small as we want and 
Lemma A.3 allows us to take s small as well. Now taking s’ sufficiently 
small, wemayassumethatf(t)<(8+6)t”andg(t)>(K-d)tmforall tin 
(0, s’), for some 6 > 0 by Taylor’s formula, if n < co. So we have 
~([O,s’],a,b,c,f)>L(s’,a,b,(0+6)c,n) 
and 
~([O,s’],a,b,c, g)<L(s’,a,b, (K-h)C,n), 
and hence 
[?(I% ~‘1, a’, b, c,f, al)-~(CO, ~‘1, a’, b, c, g, 0~11 
> [J(s’,a’, b, (ti+6)c,n,o,) -J(s’,a’, 6, (K-d)c,m,a,)] 
(which is also true for n = co). Similarly, we have 
J( CO, ~1, a, 6, C, h, 0~1 d J(s, a, b, V, dk, 0~1 
for some q > 0. Now Corollary A.2( 1 ), we get the statement in (1). 
(2) When slope(b, C)E IX, we have lim(bcP”“)=O for all m in tV. 
Note that given sequences A, B, C, D, if A z B, C z D, and lim(C/A) 
( = lim(D/B)), exists and is not 1, then A - C E B - D, because 
(A - C)/(B- D) = (1 - (C/A))/((B/A) - (D/A)) has limit 1. Since 
lim[L(s, b, KC, m)/L(s, b, 0c, n)] -C 1 
by Corollary A.2(2), it suffices to prove that 
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z( LO, 31, 6, c, ./I = W, 6 k n) 
for J’of finite degree of contact n. (The case of n = 00 is trivial.) 
For any 6 > 0, there is a small sg > 0 such that If(t) - 8t”l < 6t” for any 
t in (0, sg) by Taylor’s formula. So we have 
Us,, b, (0 + 6)~ n) d z(CO, ~1, b, c, .I-) 
dL(s,, 6, (0-6)~ n). 
But by Corollary A.2(2) (or Lemma 1.6) 
lim[L(s,, b, (0 f 6)~ n)/L(s, b, t?c, n)] = 13(0 + ~3~’ 
converges to 1 as 6 goes to 0. On the other hand, 
E( CO, ~,l, 6 c, f) = ~(W, 31, 6 c, j-1 
for all 6 > 0 by Lemma A.3. It is easy to see that 
lim[l([O, s], b, c, f)/L(s, b, lk, n)] = 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA AS. If b $0 and lim(c/b)= 00, then for any f, g continuous 
functions of order of decay <n E N at co with f < g, 
(1) lim /Om exp(-bt-cf(t))dt/[L(s, &b,c,m)-L(s, +b,u,m)]=O 
for all mEN, Ic> 1, s>O, 
(2) 1imJ” exp( - bt - cs)dt 
a I 
D om exp(-bt-cf(t))-jam exp(-bt-cg(t))dt]=O 
for any a in R and&>0 if lim,,, f(t)=O. 
Proof: (1) Let 6 > 0 such that b > 26 and let b’ = b - 6 $0. Note that 
by the first derivative test, we have the absolute maximum of -b’t - CT-“, 
t > 0, at { = (nc/b’)“(,+ ‘I. So 
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Comparing this with 
L(s, &-b, c, m) - L(s, f b, ICC, m) 
>c(m+ 1))’ (K- l)t”+‘exp(-(rcmP’+ 1)rb) 
from Lemma A.2, it is easy to see that the statement is true since 
z = (b/rnc)“(“- ‘) converges to 0, 
lim(( 1/2)(b’)“l(“’ ‘)c’/(“+ ‘j/b) = a 
and CT”‘+’ is a product of powers of b and c. 
(2) Clearly, f: exp( -bt - cE) dt = by ‘epoh (“. Since f(t) converges 
to 0 as t goes to cc and f <g, there are /I > c( > 0 and q > 0 such that 
g(t) -f(t) > q and f(t) < 42 for all t in [cc, /I] and hence for c sufficiently 
large, we have 
/0x exp(-bt-c/(t))-JoX exp(-bt-cg(t))dt 
> s Oc exp(-bt-cf(t))Cl-exp(-c(g(t)-f(t)))l dt 0 
>[I-exp(-cq)]j’exp(-bt-cf(t))dt 
1 
>(1/2)j’exp(-b/I-ce/2)dt 
=(1/2)(;-u)exp(-bb-cEj2). 
Now it is clear that the statement in (2) holds since lim(b/c) = 0. Q.E.D. 
We state a couple of simple facts about limits which we need to use at 
certain point. 
LEMMA A.6 Given sequences a, b > 0, we have 
(1) For any sequences a’, b’, if lim(a’/a) = e = lim(b’/b), then 
lim[(a’+b’)/(a+b)] =/. 
(2) Zflim(b/a)=O, then lim[(l -epo--h)/(l -epa)]= 1. 
Prooj (1) I[(a’ + b’)/(a + b)] - e( = I[(a’ - at) + (6’ - be)]/ 
(a + b)I d I(a’ - aQ/al + I(b’ - b/)/hi = I(a’/a) - {I + I(b’/b)-/I 
converges to 0. 
(2) (1 -epuph)/(l -e -“)- 1 =epu(l -ep’)/(l -e-O). Clearly if 
lim(a) = co then it converges to 0 since 0 < 1 - ePb < 1. So we may assume 
that a < co and hence lim(b) = 0. But then (1 - e -“)/a s 0 by mean value 
theorem. and hence 
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e-‘(1 -e-‘)/(l -e-“)=e-“(b/a)[(l -epb)/b]/[(l -e-“)/a] 
converges to 0 since lim( b/a) = 0 and lim [ ( 1 - e ~ ‘)/!I] = 1. Q.E.D. 
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